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INTRODUCTION
Wide distribution and often numerous occurrence makes rotifers (Ph. Rotifera) 
an important component of fresh- and brackish water ecosystems. This group of 
aquatic micrometazoan invertebrates constitutes an essential and frequently 
dominating part of zooplankton, which is crucial link in the aquatic food web. 
Due to high population growth rates and short generation times, giving them a 
highly opportunistic character, rotifers can populate vacant niches in a very 
short time. Because of rapid reproduction, high ingestion rates and assimilation 
efficiencies, rotifers have remarkable production potential and play a consider­
able role in energy flow and nutrient cycling, competing successfully with 
microcrustaceans. Rotifers serve as food for many invertebrate predators 
(e.g. other rotifers, protozoans, cladocerans, copepods, malacostracans, insect 
larvae) and planktivorous fish, especially fish larvae. Feeding mainly on algae, 
bacteria, protozoa and detritus, rotifers can have a significant impact on these 
components of the aquatic food web. Rotifers are considered important (even 
most important in oligo- and mesotrophic lakes) carbon transporters between 
pico- and nanoplankton and macrozooplankton (Nogrady et a i, 1993). Rotifers 
are used as the indicators of water quality and trophic status of lakes.
The population sizes of rotifers in the field display extensive seasonal and 
random variations. Due to short generation times, annual development of rotifer 
communities is characterised by rapid temporal fluctuations of both their 
quantitative and qualitative parameters in response to environmental fluctua­
tions. The dynamics of natural rotifer populations is governed by complex 
interrelationships between many biotic and abiotic factors. Among these, food, 
water temperature, oxygen content and predation are considered more signifi­
cant (Dumont, 1977; Hofmann, 1977; Halbach, 1979; Walz, 1997).
The specific features of rotifer life cycles play also an important role 
in the determining of their population dynamics. The order Seisonidea 
(Cl. Digononta; 2 marine ectoparasitic species) reproduces exclusively bisexu- 
ally, while the order Bdelloidea (Cl. Digononta; ca 360 non-planktonic species) 
reproduces entirely parthenogenetically. The present study deals with the roti­
fers of the class Monogononta (this class includes ca 1600 species). As a rule, 
the life cycle of monogonont rotifers is characterised by cyclical parthenogene­
sis (heterogony), where parthenogenetic (amictic) and bisexual (mictic) modes 
of reproduction alternate during population development (see, e.g. Kutikova, 
1970; Birky & Gilbert, 1971; Gilbert, 1977; King & Snell, 1977a; Nogrady et 
al., 1993). Parthenogenetic reproduction by amictic females is prevalent in this 
life cycle. In general, the development of the population begins with the 
hatching of amictic females from resting eggs deposited in previous periods. 
Owing to rapid reproduction of several parthenogenetic generations, the
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population can reach high densities in a short time taking maximum advantages 
of a favourable habitat. Switch from parthenogenetic to bisexual reproduction 
and resting egg production will reduce population growth, because amictic 
females are replaced by slowly reproducing mictic females and males. Depend­
ing on the proportion of mictic females in the population it may decrease to 
termination and continue in the diapausing phase in the form of resting eggs 
capable of surviving harsh environmental conditions.
The factors inducing transition to mictic female production are not yet 
thoroughly understood. It is evident that there are involved specific controlling 
stimuli, but not simply a change of the environment (Birky & Gilbert, 1971). A 
number of laboratory studies on some species of Asplanchna, Notommata, and 
Brachionus have revealed several external and internal factors initiating mictic 
female production (Birky & Gilbert, 1971; Hino & Hirano, 1976; Gilbert, 1977, 
1980; Pourriot & Snell, 1983; Snell & Boyer, 1988). Dietary tocopherol (vita­
min E), photoperiod, and population density have been stressed as external 
inducing stimuli. The effect of population density (crowding effect) is mediated 
by accumulation of a substance, probably a metabolite, released into the 
medium by rotifers (Gilbert, 1977; Carmona et a l, 1993). The rate of mictic 
female production has been found to be modulated by the age of parental 
female, food condition, water temperature, salinity, population density, and 
photoperiod (Birky & Gilbert, 1971; Gilbert, 1977; Pourriot & Clement, 1977; 
Pourriot & Snell, 1983; Carmona et al., 1993; Lubzens et al., 1993; Gomez et 
a l,  1997). Genetic factors play an important role in determining switch from 
amictic to mictic reproduction, sensitivity to mictic stimuli, and the extent of 
mictic response (Hino & Hirano, 1976; Buchner, 1977; Gilbert, 1977, 1980; 
Pourriot & Snell, 1983; Lubzens et al., 1985; Carmona et al., 1993; Walsh, 
1993; Carmona et a l, 1995). Previous studies have shown that both inducing 
stimuli and their responses are species, population, and even clone specific.
Transition to bisexual reproduction may occur in different phases of the 
population cycle. The moment of timing is important for its consequences on 
the genetic structure of the population and on its dynamics (Birky & Gilbert, 
1971; King, 1980). Concerning timing, different life cycle patterns are distin­
guished (King, 1980). They represent specific adaptations to environmental 
unpredictability. Differences in life cycle patterns can favour the ecological and 
genetic divergence, and eventual speciation of rotifers in varying environments 
(Gomez et a l, 1995; Gomez et al., 1997). Successful resting egg production 
(i.e., long-term fitness of a genotype), which has to be completed before 
deterioration of the environment, is also critically dependent on the timing of 
mixis (Birky & Gilbert, 1971; Pourriot & Snell, 1983; Gomez & Serra, 1996).
Special life cycle studies are carried out overwhelmingly in laboratory con­
ditions. Although many field investigations deal with the dynamics of rotifer 
populations, studies addressing bisexual periods in natural populations of roti­
fers are not numerous (e.g. Dieffenbach, 1912; Wesenberg-Lund, 1930; Carlin,
1943; Pejler, 1957; Nipkow, 1961; Bogoslovsky, 1963, 1967, 1969; Amren, 
1964; Bosselmann, 1981; Carmona et al., 1995; Miracle & Armengol-Dfaz, 
1995; Gomez et al., 1997), and data on life cycle patterns can be obtained for 
some twenty or thirty species. In Estonia, Kutikova & Haberman (1986) and 
Haberman (1995) have dwelt on the life cycles of rotifers from Lake Võrtsjärv. 
Rotifers form an important component of zooplankton in Lake Peipsi (Haber­
man, 1978, 1996; Paper IH). However, comparatively few studies deal particu­
larly with rotifers (see Paper V for a short historical survey). Most studies have 
focussed on the dynamics of rotifer numbers, biomass, and production. Taxo­
nomic composition has not been thoroughly investigated, nor have there been 
conducted any life cycle studies yet.
The aim of the present work is to examine the life cycles of dominating 
planktonic rotifers in Lake Peipsi. The following aspects have been investi­
gated:
1. The taxonomic composition of rotifers and its seasonal changes.
2. The seasonal dynamics of rotifers with a focus on dominating species and 
their seasonal succession.
3. Alternation of parthenogenetic and bisexual phases of reproduction in 
population development (i.e., life cycles s. str.).
The dominating genus Polyarthra has been dealt with in greater detail regard­
ing taxonomic problems in particular. Concerning methodological problems of 
rotifer sampling, plankton net and sedimentation methods have been compared. 
In the present thesis, as a result of the more profound investigation of recent 
years, some new information has been added to complement the results and 
conclusions published in earlier papers.
THE LAKE
Lake Peipsi (58°22'N-59o00'N, 26°57,E-27°59'E, surface area 2,611 km2, 
average depth 8.3 m, maximum depth 12.9 m) is the northern part of the 
compound Lake Peipsi-Pihkva (3,558 km2; named also L. Peipus-Pskov in 
some earlier papers; L. Pskovsko-Chudskoe in Russian) situated on the eastern 
border of Estonia.
L. Peipsi is eutrophic, with mesotrophic features in the northern part. Mean 
transparency is 2.12 m, and pH 8.21. The mean concentrations of total nitrogen, 
total phosphorus, chlorophyll a, and oxygen are 724 mg m~3, 33 mg m-3, 
14.7 mg m~3, and 11 mg I-1, respectively (Nõges et a l, 1996; Möls et al., 1996). 
Data on several chemical characteristics are presented also in Table 1, Paper V. 
L. Peipsi is holomictic-dimictic, unstratified. The ice cover lasts from Decem­
ber to April. Maximum surface temperatures (21-22°C) are usually reached in 
July (Jaani, 1996).
In the phytoplankton of Lake Peipsi, dominating are diatoms (Melosira, 
Stephanodiscus, Asterionella), cyanobacteria (Aphanizomenon, Microcystis, 
Anabaena, Gloeotrichia) and green algae (Nõges et al., 1996). In L. Peipsi 
phytoplankton has usually three seasonal maxima: the spring peak in April- 
May, the summer peak in July-August, and the autumn rise in October- 
November (Nõges etal., 1996).
The lake is rich in zooplankton, with numbers fluctuating between 43,600- 
2,241,500 ind m"3 (average 974,000 ind m~3), and biomass from 0.09-3.69 g m~3 
(average 1.86 g m-3) (Haberman, 1996). L. Peipsi is one of the richest in fish 
among North European lakes. Total fish catches have usually been 9,GOO- 
12,000 tons (25-34 kg ha-1) a year (Pihu, 1996).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The present study is based on 335 qualitative and quantitative zooplankton 
samples collected (4 to 6 times a month) from June 1986 till March 1988 
from the littoral (depth 0.5-1 m, sandy bottom) and pelagial (depth 7 m, 
clayey bottom) stations in the north-western part of Lake Peipsi (Paper V, 
Fig. 1). Due to technical problems and unfavourable weather, sampling from 
the pelagial was not possible during some short periods in 1986, 1987, and 
1988. Qualitative samples were taken with a cone net (80 |^m mesh) by 
repeated horizontal or vertical hauls. Integrated quantitative samples were 
collected with a 1-litre Ruttner sampler. One-litre sub-samples were subse­
quently taken and concentrated by sedimentation method after fixation. The 
samples were fixed with formaldehyde (final concentration 3-4%). Simul­
taneously, water temperature and transparency (Secchi depth) were measured 
(Paper V, Table 2; Paper III, Fig. 2).
It is generally accepted that plankton nets (especially with mesh sizes 
larger than 50 (im) do not retain efficiently smaller (e.g. Anuraeopsis) or soft- 
bodied rotifers (e.g. Synchaeta, Polyarthra) (Bottrell et al., 1976; Green, 
1977; Ruttner-Kolisko, 1977). Though widespread and simple, net method 
yields erroneous numbers and, consequently, a distorted structure for a rotifer 
community. In Paper I, plankton net and water-sampler-based sedimentation 
methods are compared. It appears that net method is absolutely unreliable for 
the quantitative collecting of rotifers. The total number of rotifers in net 
samples was 1 to 27 times (8.8 times on the average) lower than in sedi­
mentation samples (Paper I). To correct the values of rotifer numbers in net 
samples, correction coefficients are suggested in Paper I. Considering the 
shortcomings of plankton nets, sedimentation method was chosen for quan­
titative sampling in the present study.
Rotifers were identified according to Lauterbom (1900), Kutikova (1970, 
1978), Koste (1978), Mäemets & Kutikova (1979), Stemberger (1979), Koste & 
Shiel (1987), Shiel & Koste (1993). Illoricate rotifers were identified by their 
trophi that were dissolved out using a solution of potassium or sodium hypo­
chlorite (KCIO and NaCIO, respectively). Identification of rotifers may be 
difficult, particularly in case of illoricate taxa, as is illustrated by the genus 
Polyarthra (Paper VI). External morphological features are not always reliable 
for species discrimination. Therefore, analysis of trophi is indispensable. Roti­
fer trophi appear to be species-specific and are considered extremely valuable 
taxonomic discriminators (Markevich, 1985; Koste & Shiel, 1989; Shiel & 
Koste, 1993).
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Periods of bisexual reproduction were detected on the basis of the occur­
rence of haploid eggs, males or resting eggs.





The taxonomic composition of rotifers is analysed in Papers V and IV. A total 
of 161 rotifer taxa have been identified (Paper V, Table 3). Of these, approxi­
mately 70 are new in the lake, including 46 new records for Estonia. The 
greatest number of taxa occurred in August (93), followed by September (79) 
and June (66). In all, 19 families (Monogononta) with 41 genera are repre­
sented in the material. The dominant families are Brachionidae (32 taxa) and 
Synchaetidae (16). The most remarkable change in the rotifer assemblage takes 
place in May-June when, during rapid increase in water temperature, the winter 
complex (e.g. Keratella hiemalis, Notholca cinetura, N. squamula, Synchaeta 
verrucosa) is replaced by the summer community which consists of relatively 
eurythermal (e.g. Filinia longiseta, Keratella cochlearis, K. irregularis, 
Polyarthra major, P. remata, Synchaeta oblonga) or warm stenothermal taxa 
(e.g. Anuraeopsis fissa, Polyarthra longiremis, Trichocerca pusilla). The com­
position of the dominating group as well of the whole rotifer assemblage is 
typical of eutrophic lakes in the northern temperate zone (Kutikova, 1970; 
Berzins, 1978). Presence of oligotrophic species reflects the transition stage of 
L. Peipsi from moderately eutrophic to eutrophic. Nearly all recorded taxa are 
rather common with either cosmopolitan or widespread distribution. Some spe­
cies of zoogeographic interest, including the supposedly endemic Ploesoma 
peipsiense, are reported in Paper V.
Among the dominating genera, the genus Polyarthra has been examined 
more thoroughly (Papers IV, VI). The genus, represented with six species in 
this material, appears to be quite interesting taxonomically. Due to high pheno­
typic similarity and wide intraspecific variability in the Polyarthra species, 
their external morphological features are not always reliable for species dis­
crimination. As a result of the extensive overlap of most morphometric criteria, 
the Polyarthra species are difficult to distinguish by morphometric data only 
(Papers IV, VI). Analysis of trophi proves to be the most valuable tool in the 
discrimination of these taxa. This is particularly obvious on the example of 
taxonomic problems discussed in Paper VI. Thorough analysis of external and 
trophy morphology revealed that the confusing Polyarthra morphotaxa (see 
also Paper IV), camouflaging each other morphologically and ecologically and 
coexisting with P. remata, are actually P. cf. dolichoptera and P. cf. vulgaris. 




The seasonal dynamics of the rotifers is described and analysed in Papers III 
and IV. Further studies have revealed some new information (unpublished) 
complementing these publications.
The numbers, biomass and production of rotifers in Lake Peipsi are high. 
Their contribution to total zooplankton production varies from 13.6% to 89.8% 
(Paper IH). Rotifers are very important in the energy flow of the lake, assimilat­
ing 43.5% of all the energy assimilated by zooplankton (Paper III).
Seasonal development of rotifers is highly fluctuating with rapid changes in 
numbers (Paper IE, Fig. 2; Appendix, Fig. 1). Two main peaks (first in May, 
the second in August or September), and a slight rise in winter (January- 
March) can be distinguished. In 1986, maxima occurred in August (1,570 ind I-1) 
and September (750 ind I-1), in the littoral and pelagial, respectively. In 1987, 
maxima occurred in June, both in the littoral and pelagial (1,630 and 310 ind I"1, 
respectively). The June maximum in the littoral is built up by Synchaeta 
oblonga, in the pelagial by Conochilus unicornis, C. hippocrepis and Polyar­
thra dolichoptera. The August maximum of the littoral is produced mainly by 
Keratella cochlearis, Polyarthra remata and Anuraeopsis fissa. K. cochlearis is 
prevailing also in the September maximum of the pelagial, while K. hispida and 
S. kitina occupy the second place. Notholca squamula and Synchaeta verrucosa 
are making winter rise both in the littoral and pelagial.
The following species are dominating: Anuraeopsis fissa, Conochilus hip­
pocrepis, C. unicornis, Kellicottia longispina, Keratella cochlearis, K. irregu­
laris, Notholca squamula, Polyarthra dolichoptera, P. longiremis, P. luminosa, 
P. major, P. remata, Synchaeta kitina, S. oblonga, S. verrucosa (Papers III, 
IV, V).
The population dynamics of the dominants is given in Papers III and IV, and 
in Appendix (Figs 2-8). Development of the dominant species displays distinct 
temperature related seasonality.
Notholca squamula, Polyarthra dolichoptera and Synchaeta verrucosa can 
be considered winter dominants. Together with the less numerous Keratella 
hiemalis, Notholca cinetura and Polyarthra vulgaris they form a typical 
thermophobic association. The most abundant was N. squamula (240 ind I-1 in 
February). The summer occurrence of N. squamula, although few in numbers, 
presents interest (Paper V; Appendix, Fig. 2). N. squamula is regarded as 
a cold stenothermic species, with optimal temperatures below 10°C, but able 
to tolerate higher temperatures for some time (Carlin, 1943; May, 1980; 
Berzins & Pejler, 1989a; Paper II). Intensive development of S. verrucosa starts 
in early spring (Paper D3; Appendix, Fig. 3). Development of this cold steno- 
therm in Lake Võrtsjärv, where it also dominates, is similar (Haberman, 1995). 
Regarding P. dolichoptera, considered generally strictly cold stenothermal, it
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seems to be quite eurythermal in L. Peipsi, occurring from September till July 
(at 0-21.9°C) and having maxima in spring or early summer, while avoiding 
only the warmest period in July-August (Paper IV; Appendix, Fig. 2). Presence 
of P. dolichoptera at temperatures above 15°C, and its spring maxima have 
been reported from elsewhere as well (Carlin, 1943; May, 1983; Berzins & 
Pejler, 1989a; Shiel & Koste, 1993). Probably, P. dolichoptera prefers the 
water temperature range between 5-15°C {op. cit.).
In May-June, the winter complex is replaced by the summer assemblage 
which consists of relatively eurythermal or warm stenothermal species (Papers 
III, IV, V). The best expressed seasonal succession is revealed in the genera 
Polyarthra and Synchaeta. In June, Polyarthra luminosa, P. major and P. re­
mata begin their development simultaneously (Papers HI, IV; Appendix, 
Figs 3-4). Chujkov (1985) has reported that P. luminosa and P. major are food 
competitors, which excludes their simultaneous mass development. Preferring 
lower trophy (Ruttner-Kolisko, 1972), P. major is more abundant in the pela­
gial. P. remata, a eutrophic species (Berzins & Pejler, 1989b), has the highest 
densities among the summer Polyarthra species, particularly in the littoral 
(300 ind I"1 in August). P. longiremis joins them in July (Papers III, IV; 
Appendix, Fig. 5). This warm stenothermal and eutrophic species (Kutikova, 
1970) was present only in the littoral.
In place of Synchaeta verrucosa there appear the summer dominants 
S. kitina and S. oblonga. S. pectinata and the warm-water stenotherm S. sty lata 
occur synchronously but in low numbers (Paper HI; Appendix, Figs 5-6). In 
spite of its wide distribution, there are relatively few data about S. kitina in the 
literature. Evidently, this is caused by difficulties in determination of the 
Synchaeta species. In the present material S. kitina occurred from June to 
October (at water temperatures 5.9-21.9°C), with maxima in August or June 
(Paper III; Appendix, Fig. 5). This is in good accordance with the existing 
literature data (Carlin, 1943; Berzins & Pejler, 1989a; May, 1993) and confirms 
that S. kitina is eurythermal, having higher population densities at higher tem­
peratures. In Lake Võrtsjärv, S. kitina is present from April till September, but 
does not dominate there (Kutikova & Haberman, 1986). On the ground of the 
present material it can be said that S. oblonga is the most abundant among the 
rotifers of L. Peipsi (1,560 ind I-1 in the littoral, in June) (Appendix, Fig. 6).
S. oblonga is a widespread species, preferring eurythermal eutrophic waters 
(Berzigs & Pejler, 1989a, 1989b; Shiel & Koste, 1993).
Anuraeopsis fissa is a typical thermophilic dominant in the littoral zone. 
A. fissa peaks in August (260 ind I-1) at a temperature maximum (21.8°C) and 
disappears practically at the end of the month (Paper HI; Appendix, Fig. 5). It is 
considered a good indicator of eutrophic conditions (Berzins & Pejler, 1989b). 
The summer pelagic complex is dominated by Conochilus hippocrepis and 
C. unicornis. Their development is asynchronous (Paper III; Appendix, Figs 6 -  
7). These close species are both feeding on detritus and bacteria (Pourriot,
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1977) and have similar demands for pH, temperature (eurytherms), and oxygen 
content (Berzins & Pejler, 1987, 1989a, 1989c). Competition between C. hip- 
pocrepis and C. unicornis must be severe. Slight differences in their tempera­
ture optima (18°C and 16.5°C, respectively) (Berzins & Pejler, 1989a) cause a 
shift in their seasonality, an evident adaptation for avoiding competition.
Kellicottia longispina, Keratella cochlearis and K. irregularis are practi­
cally perennial, although they have population maxima in summer (Paper HI; 
Appendix, Figs 7-8). K. longispina is an indicator of oligotrophy, but it is 
found in relatively eutrophic lakes as well, often quite abundantly (Haberman, 
1976; Berziijs & Pejler, 1989b). In L. Peipsi, the water temperature range for 
K. longispina was 0-21.9°C. In the pelagial, population maxima appeared in 
June (70 ind I'1 at 16.4°C, in 1986) or July (50 ind I"1 at 16.9°C, in 1987). In the 
littoral, K. longispina was not abundant. Frequently, this species has been 
regarded as a cold-water stenotherm. Evidently, K. longispina is actually 
eurythermal, as is shown on the basis of our data and those of Berzins & Pejler 
(1989a). Perennial occurrence and maxima in different months seem to be 
characteristic of this species (Carlin, 1943; Haberman, 1976; Larsson, 1978; 
Pontin, 1978). The polymorphic species Keratella cochlearis and K. irregularis 
inhabit plankton with several seasonally alternating morpho-ecological forms 
(Paper III; Appendix, Fig. 8).
In 1987, the population densities of rotifers were lower than in 1986, which 
was probably caused by the longer period of warming-up and lower summer 
temperatures in 1987.
Seasonal development of the majority of dominants (excl. stenotherms) 
(Appendix, Figs 2-8) reveals major increases in numbers both in the colder and 
warmer periods of the season (e.g. K. longispina, K. cochlearis, K. irregularis, 
P. dolichoptera, P. luminosa, P. major, P. remata, S. kitina, S. oblonga), or 
occurrence of maxima at different temperature ranges in different years 
(e.g. P. major, P. remata, S. kitina). The populations of these species may 
consist of distinct ecotypes with different demands for temperature. This 
possibility has been suggested by Pejler (1957), Berzins & Pejler (1989a) and 
Serra et al. (1997). It has been proved experimentally (King, 1972, 1977) that 
rotifer populations consist of temporarily restricted genotypically distinct and 
practically discrete demes adapted to different environmental conditions. Re­
garding the summer occurrence of Notholca squamula, mentioned above, the 
explanation could be the same (existence of winter and summer races). The 
data, given in Paper II, on the occurrence of N. squamula at water temperatures 
from 14-17°C, in a desert lake, also seem to support this opinion.
It should be considered that rotifer population dynamics is actually affected 
by an intricate complex of interacting abiotic and biotic factors, different in 
each particular water-body. Although it is generally accepted that water tem­
perature and food are the most important factors (Dumont, 1977; Hofmann, 
1977; May, 1983; Walz, 1997), it is very difficult to associate seasonal
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dynamics with concrete factors, and to extrapolate the pattern of seasonal 
dynamics from one lake to another.
Life cycle patterns
Occurrence of bisexual (mictic) reproduction has been detected in 26 species 
(Table 1). Concerning resting eggs, only those attached to females have been 
considered. For example, detached resting eggs of Filinia terminalis and 
Synchaeta verrucosa, often encountered outside their developmental cycles, 
could have originated from previous cycles. Owing to long periods of dormancy 
(from some weeks to several decades or even longer) the resting eggs of rotifers 
accumulate in aquatic sediments from which they emerge into plankton after 
passing the diapause or when stirred up by water movements (Pourriot & Snell, 
1983; Nogrady et a l, 1993; Hairston, 1996). In case of Polyarthra remata, 
there were found amphoteric females carrying amictic and resting eggs (Pa­
per IV). So far amphoteric females with the reproductive characteristics of 
both mictic and amictic females have been described for a few species of 
Asplanchna, Conochiloides and Sinantherina (Bogoslovsky, 1960; Kutikova, 
1970; King & Snell, 1977b; Nogrady et a l, 1993). The amphoteric type of 
females can be regarded as a peculiar “bet-hedging” adaptation, which may be 
of use in unpredictable habitats.
Analysis of the life cycles of rotifers with inclusion of additional data (Ta­
ble 1; Appendix, Figs 2-8), does not actually allow to distinguish definite peri­
ods of bisexual reproduction established in earlier Papers m  and IV. Con­
centrating mostly on the vegetation period (in L. Peipsi from May to October), 
spread of mictic reproduction merely reflects the general seasonal distribution 
of rotifers. Data from Lake Yaskhan (Paper II) seem to display the same pat­
tern. Bisexual reproduction can be initiated at any time of the year and can 
appear concurrently with parthenogenesis (Bogoslovsky, 1958; Nipkow, 1961; 
Nogrady et a l , 1993).
Life cycle patterns have been determined for 17 species (Table 2). Although 
mictic reproduction was registered for nine more species, their population 
maxima could not be detected because of the sporadic occurrence and low 
numbers, and their life cycle patterns were impossible to establish. All three 
basic life cycle patterns are represented in L. Peipsi (Table 2; Appendix, 
Figs 2-8; Papers III, IV). According to King (1980), one can distinguish: 
(1) early cycle species, initiating bisexual reproduction in the early phase of the 
population cycle; (2) midcycle species whose bisexual reproduction occurs near 
the population maximum; and (3) late cycle species whose bisexual reproduc­
tion occurs toward the end of the population cycle. In the two dominants, 
Conochilus hippocrepis and C. unicornis (Appendix, Figs 6-7), mictic periods 
have not been detected. As a rule, seasonally occurring monogononts must have
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Table 1. Occurrence of bisexual reproduction in Lake Peipsi 1986-1988. o = haploid 
eggs; d  = males; O = resting eggs
J F M A M J J A S O N D




Euchlanis deflexa d d
E. dilatata d d
E. lyra




K. irregularis 0 o
K. quadrata o
Lecane lunaris 0
Notholca squamula O O
Polyarthra dolichoptera o OO
P. longiremis o
P. luminosa o o o
P. major o o o o
P. remata o oo OO o
Synchaeta kitina o
S. lakowitziana o
S. oblonga 0 o
S. pectinata o o
S. stylata 0
S. verrucosa d  d o
bisexual reproduction to survive in a changing environment. When the mictic 
period was very short it might have remained unnoticed. In some years, owing 
to unfavourable conditions, mictic reproduction may not take place (Pozuelo & 
Lubian, 1993). Several, often perennial, species (e.g. C. unicornis, K. long­
ispina, K. cochlearis) can be acyclic, with no periodicity in bisexual reproduc­
tion. In larger lakes they can reproduce throughout the year or even in many 
years only parthenogenetically, omitting mixis altogether (Carlin, 1943; Pejler, 
1957; Bogoslovsky, 1963, 1967; Kutikova, 1970). Perennial occurrence of 
C. unicornis has been reported earlier from L. Peipsi by Haberman (1976). 
Most likely, majority of the species discussed here are monocyclic, having one 
mictic period per year. Polyarthra dolichoptera and Synchaeta oblonga may be
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dicyclic with two bisexual periods (Paper IV; Appendix, Figs 2 & 6). However, 
resting eggs, causing the second cycle, may originate from previous years, but 
not from the first cycle of the current year (Kutikova, 1970).
Both the given (Table 2) and literature data (Table 3) demonstrate that life 
cycle patterns are not fixed at the species level. All data reveal extensive 
intraspecific variability. The same species can have different patterns in dif­
ferent habitats, and further, spatially or temporally differentiated sub-popula- 
tions behave differently within one and the same habitat. Available data from 
both natural (Carlin, 1943; Birky & Gilbert, 1971; Gilbert, 1977; King, 1980; 
Carmona et al., 1995) and experimental rotifer populations (Carmona et al., 
1993, Pozuelo & Lubian, 1993) confirm that the high intraspecific and in- 
trapopulational variability of life cycle patterns is a general law.
Table 2. Life cycle patterns of rotifers in Lake Peipsi 1986-1988. L = littoral; 
P = pelagial
Early cycle Midcycle Late cycle
K. cochlearis (L, P) A. fissa (L)1 N. squamula (L, P)
P. remata (L) A. priodonta (P)4 P. dolichoptera (L)
S. oblonga (L)3 F. longiseta (L)5 P. luminosa (P)
S. pectinata (P)4 K. longispina (P)2 S. kitina (P)2
S. stylata (L)3 K. irregularis (L, P) 
P. dolichoptera (P) 
P. longiremis (L)1 
P. luminosa (L)
P. major (L, P)
P. remata (P)
S. verrucosa (L)3
1 Occurred only in littoral.
2 Bisexual reproduction did not occur in the littoral.
3 Bisexual reproduction did not occur in the pelagial.
4 In the littoral population density was too low to determine the life cycle pattern.
5 In the pelagial population density was too low to determine the life cycle pattern.
In the life cycle of monogonont rotifers, advantages of parthenogenetic (higher 
growth rates) and bisexual reproduction (greater variance among genotypes) are 
combined (King, 1977; Gomez et al., 1995). Bisexual reproduction has two 
functions of adaptive significance: genetic recombination and production of 
resting eggs, i.e. resistant diapausing stages in rotifers (King, 1980). Resting eggs, 
able to disperse in space and time, as well as the egg banks created by them, are 
adaptations directed to survival in varying environments (Hairston, 1996).
Although bisexual reproduction can occur in any phase of the population 
cycle, it has most often been observed during population maxima (midcycle 
pattern), i.e. in the most favourable conditions (Tables 2 & 3). For two reasons,
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it would be adaptively advantageous for a rotifer population to have mixis at 
times of high population density (Birky & Gilbert, 1971; Gilbert, 1977; Serra & 
Carmona, 1993). First, mixis must lead to effective production of energy-rich 
resting eggs. This requires resources — abundant food supply. Second, resting 
egg production requires fertilisation, which may be more effective at higher 
population densities, when male-female encounter probability is higher. It can 
be hypothesized that early cycle rotifers have an advantage in highly unpredict­
able environments. On the contrary, late cycle species may have an advantage 
in stable environments. Midcycle rotifers, using optimal strategy, are best 
suited for “normal”, moderately varying habitats. The effect of different life 
cycle patterns on the genetic structure of rotifer populations has been analysed 
by King (1980). Mixis in the early phase of the population cycle must preserve 
more genetic variability because it occurs before selection has eliminated most 
of the diverse genotypes hatched recently from resting eggs. Genotypic hetero­
geneity provides early cycle species with an evolutional advantage in unstable 
environments or when colonising new habitats. Bisexual reproduction in the 
middle or late cycle should fix homogeneity of the population, a suitable adap­
tation to occupying narrower niches.
Table 3. Life cycle patterns in other water-bodies. EC = early cycle; MC = midcycle; 
LC = late cycle; AC = acyclic
Species Life cycle pattern (reference)
Anuraeopsis fissa MC (4; 7), LC (7)
Asplanchna priodonta EC (3; 5), MC (2)
Conochilus unicornis MC (2; 6), LC (2), AC (2)
Filinia longiseta MC (3), LC (3; 5)
Kellicottia longispina AC (2; 6)
Keratella cochlearis EC (5), MC (3; 4)
Notholca squamula AC (2)
Polyarthra dolichoptera EC (2; 5), MC (1; 2; 4)
P. luminosa MC (4), LC (5)
P. major EC (2), MC (2), LC (2), AC (2)
P. remata MC (2), LC (2)
Synchaeta kitina AC (2)
S. oblonga AC (2)
S. pectinata AC (2)
S. stylata AC (2)
S. verrucosa MC (4)
References (water-body):
1 = Amren, 1964 (coastal ponds, Spitzbergen); 2 = Carlin, 1943 (Motalaström, Sweden); 
3 = Dieffenbach, 1912 (ponds, Germany); 4 = Haberman, 1995 (L. Võrtsjärv, Estonia); 
5 = Kutikova & Haberman, 1986 (L. Võrtsjärv, Estonia); 6 = Larsson, 1978 (L. 0vre 
Heimdalsvatn, Norway); 7 = Miracle & Armengol-Dfaz, 1995 (L. Arcas-2, Spain).
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Timing of bisexual reproduction has also general adaptive significance, 
related to environmental stability. In any case (early, mid-, late cycle), forma­
tion of resting eggs must be completed before a critical change of the environ­
ment (Pourriot & Snell, 1983).
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Considering the shortcomings of plankton nets, water-sampler-based sedi­
mentation method appears to be the only reliable method for quantitative 
sampling of rotifers.
2. The taxonomic composition of rotifers in Lake Peipsi is rich (161 taxa). The 
composition of the dominating group as well of the whole assemblage is 
highly typical of eutrophic lakes. Presence of species, characteristic of 
oligotrophic waters, reflects the current transition stage of the lake from 
moderately eutrophic to eutrophic.
3. The numbers, biomass and production of rotifers in Lake Peipsi are high. In 
their seasonal development, two main peaks (first in May, the second in 
August or September), and a rise in winter (January-March) can be distin­
guished.
4. The following species are dominating: Anuraeopsis fissa, Conochilus hip- 
pocrepis, C. unicornis, Kellicottia longispina, Keratella cochlearis, K  ir­
regularis, Notholca squamula, Polyarthra dolichoptera, P. longiremis, P. lu­
minosa, P. major, P. remata, Synchaeta kitina, S. oblonga, S. verrucosa.
5. Development of the dominant species reveals distinct seasonality. Among 
the dominating genera, the seasonal succession of congeneric clusters of 
Polyarthra and Synchaeta is best expressed. In several dominants, the 
increases in numbers at different temperature ranges suggest the possibility 
that the populations of these species may consist of distinct ecotypes with 
different demands for temperature.
6. The most remarkable change in the rotifer assemblage of Lake Peipsi takes 
place in May-June, when, during rapid increase in water temperature, the 
winter complex is replaced by the summer community.
7. Definite periods of bisexual reproduction can not be distinguished in Lake 
Peipsi. When concentrating mostly on the vegetation period, spread of mic­
tic reproduction merely reflects the seasonal distribution of rotifers. 
Majority of the discussed species are monocyclic; Polyarthra dolichoptera 
and Synchaeta oblonga may be dicyclic.
8. All three basic life cycle patterns are represented in Lake Peipsi. The 
midcycle pattern is prevailing. The results of the study demonstrate intras­
pecific variability of life cycle patterns. Expressing adaptive trade-off bet­
ween the advantages of parthenogenetic and bisexual reproduction, the pat­
terns reflect conditions of the concrete habitat. It is apparent that mixis is an 
anticipating event, and not a response to environment deterioration, or an 
ending of rotifer population cycle.
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Fig. 1. The seasonal dynamics of rotifers and water temperature in Lake Peipsi in
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Fig. 2. The seasonal dynamics of Notholca squamula and Polyarthra dolichoptera
in Lake Peipsi in 1986-1988. N = population density (ind 1_1); o = haploid eggs,
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Fig. 3. The seasonal dynamics of Synchaeta verrucosa and Polyarthra luminosa in Lake 
Peipsi in 1986—1988. N = population density (ind l-1); o = haploid eggs; •  = resting 
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Fig. 4. The seasonal dynamics of Polyarthra major and Polyarthra remata in Lake
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Fig. 5. The seasonal dynamics of Polyarthra longiremis, Anuraeopsis fissa and
Synchaeta kitina in Lake Peipsi in 1986—1988. N = population density (ind I’1);
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Fig. 6. The seasonal dynamics of Synchaeta oblonga and Conochilus hippocrepis























Fig. 7. The seasonal dynamics of Conochilus unicornis and Kellicottia longispwa
in Lake Peipsi in 1986-1988. N = population density (ind I-1); o = haploid eggs;
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Keratella irregularis
Pelagial
Fig. 8. The seasonal dynamics of Keratella cochlearis and Keratella irregularis in Lake
Peipsi in 1986-1988. N = population density (ind I-1); •  = resting eggs.
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PEIPSI JÄRVE PLANKTILISTE KERILOOMADE 
ELUTSÜKLID
Kokkuvõte
Käesoleva töö eesmärgiks on saada ülevaade Peipsi järve domineerivate plank- 
tiliste keriloomade elutsüklitest. Selleks uuriti järgmisi aspekte: (1) kerilooma- 
koosluse taksonoomilist koostist ning selle aastaringset muutumist; (2) keriloo­
made arvukuse sesoonset dünaamikat; (3) partenogeneetilise ja biseksuaal­
se sigimisfaasi vaheldumist keriloomapopulatsioonide arengus (e. elutsükleid 
s. str.). Süvendatult vaadeldi üht domineerivat perekonda Polyarthra. Sobiva 
püügimeetodi valimiseks võrreldi võrgu-ja sedimentatsioonimeetodit. Viimane 
tõestas ennast kui ainus usaldusväärne meetod keriloomade kvantitatiivsel ko­
gumisel.
Leiti 161 taksonit keriloomi. Peipsi järve keriloomakoosluse taksonoomiline 
koostis on parasvöötme eutroofsetele järvedele tüüpiline. Domineerisid järgmi­
sed liigid: Anuraeopsis fissa, Conochilus hippocrepis, C. unicornis, Kellicottia 
longispina, Keratella cochlearis, K. irregularis, Notholca squamula, Polyar­
thra dolichoptera, P. longiremis, P. luminosa, P. major, P. remata, Synchaeta 
kitina, S. oblonga, S. verrucosa.
Kardinaalseim muutus Peipsi keriloomakoosluses toimub mais-juunis, kui 
talvised liigid asenduvad suvise kompleksiga. Kõige ilmekam on sesoonne sukt­
sessioon perekondades Polyarthra ja Synchaeta. Mitme dominandi sesoon­
ne levik, arvukuse tõusudega erinevates temperatuuri vahemikes, vihjab või­
malusele, et nende liikide populatsioonid koosnevad erisuguse temperatuuri- 
nõudlusega ökotüüpidest.
Kui vaadelda keriloomade kooslust tervikuna, siis ei eristu kindlaid sesoon­
selt piiritletud biseksuaalse sigimise perioode, vaid seda esineb aasta ringi, 
koondudes kõige enam vegetatsiooniperioodile. Suurem osa vaadeldud liikidest 
on tõenäoliselt monotsüklilised, kaks liiki, Polyarthra dolichoptera ja Syn­
chaeta oblonga võivad olla ditsüklilised.
Miksist täheldati üldse 26 liigil, neist elutsüklite tüüpe oli võimalik määra­
ta 17-1. Esindatud on kõik kolm põhilist tsüklitüüpi: vara-, kesk- ja hilis- 
tsüklilised. Valdab kesktsükliline strateegia. Tsüklitüüpidele on omane liigi­
sisene varieeruvus. Väljendades adaptiivset kompromissi partenogeneetilise ja 
biseksuaalse sigimise eeliste vahel, peegeldavad tsüklitüübid pigem konkreetse 
elupaiga tingimusi. On ilmne, et miksis ei ole vastusreaktsioon keskkonna- 
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Sravnenie metodov sbora planktonnykh kolovratok (Rotatoria)
na primere Chudskogo ozera. 
Proc. Acad. Sci. Estonian SSR. Biol. 38: 119-122. 
[The comparison of sampling methods of planktonic rotifers (Rotatoria)
on the example of Lake Peipsi. In Russian].
EESTI NSV TEADUSTE AKADEEMIA TOIMETISED. BIOLOOGIA 
H3BECTHJI AKAAEMHH IIAYK 3CTOHCKOH CCP. BHOJIOPHfl 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF THE ESTONIAN SSR. BIOLOGY
1989, 38, 2
y / lK  59.08 : 595.18 
Taaeu BHPPO
CPABHEHHE METOflOB CEOPA flJIAHKTOHHblX KOJIOBPATOK 
( R O TA TO R IA ) HA nPHMEPE HyflCKOrO 0 3 EPA
O c h o b h o ö  3a A aq eö  cospeM eH H bix njiaHKTOHOJiornqecKHx HccjieAOBauHH, 
o c o õ e m io  Ha npoAyKUHOHHOM ypoBH e, HBJineTCH n o jiy q e n n e  H a n ö o jie e  n o ji-  
Hbix AaHHbix o MHCJieHHOCTH Bcex KOMüOHeHTOB njiaHKTOHa. 3 t o  KpaHHe 
aK TyajibH o h n p «  HccjieÄOBaHHH K0Ji0BpaT0K. P a 3yMeeTCH, a j ih  nojiyqeiiH H  
TaKHx AaHHbix HeoõxoÄHMbi AocTOBepHbie MeroAbi c õ o p a .
H 3 BeCTH0 , MTO CaMblH üpOCTOH H IUHpOKOpacnpOCTpaiieHHblH MeTOÄ 
cöopa 3 0 0 n.iiaHKTOHa —  ceTH oii —  He o õ ecn eq H B aeT  n o jiyq eu H H  ÄOCTOBep- 
HblX AaHHblX 0  MHCJieHHOCTH OCOÖeH, B TOM MHCJie H KOJIOBpaTOK. B oJIbU ian  
HaCTb KOJIOBpaTOK H3 -3 a O^eHb MeJIKHX pa3Mep0B npOXOÄHT nOJIHOCTbK) HJIH 
q a e n m H O  CKB03 b ceTb A a a ie  H3 caMoro n jiO TH oro  r a 3 a. B p e 3y jib T a T e  aroro 
npeACTaBJieHHe o 3 0 0 iu iaH K T0 He He cooTBeTCTByeT HCTHiie:
1) n 0 K a 3 a Te jIH  qHCJieHHOCTH H ÕHOMaCCbl K O JIO B pa TO K  3 H axIH Te JIb H 0 IIH>Ke 
peaJibH bix;
2) cTpyKTypa cooömecTBa KOJIOBpaTOK HCKa>KaeTCH b n o jib 3y  õo Jiee  
KpynHbix, t .  e. Jiyqrne yjiaBjiHBaeM bix (f)opM;
3) CTpyKTypa 300njiaiiKT0Ha b uejiOM HCKa>KeHa: sa B b iu ie n a  p o jib  paK o- 
00pa3HbIX H 3aHH^ieHa — KOJIOBpaTOK.
B o H3 0 e » a H H e  3T oro HeAocTaTKa o õ b u m o  n p e A Jia ra e T c a  BBecTH n e p e -  
cneTHbie K0 3 (J)c[)Hi];HeHTbi.
H eO Ö X O Ä H M O C Tb BbiqHCJieHHH n e p e cn e TH b lX  K0 3 (|)Cf)Hi;HeiIT0 B B0 3 HHKJia 
H AJIH H3yqeHHH MHCJieHHOCTH KOJIOBpaTOK HyACKOrO 0 3 e p a . B HaCTOJimeH 
CTaTbe paccM OTpeHbi npeA BapHTejibH bie AaHHbie n e p e c q e ra b ix  K0 9 (J)(j)HitHeH- 
TO B  nJiaH K TO H H b lX  K O JIO BpaTO K M y A C K o ro  0 3 e p a .
M a T e p w a ji h  MeTOAHKa
M aT ep H aji c o ö n p a j in  c hjohh  ao  oKTHÕpn 1986 r. h c HHBapn ao a n p e j ia
1987 r .  c o a h o h  n e jia rH aJib iio ft CTaHUHH 03 e p a  n a  rjiyÕ H iie 7 m b  qeT bipex  
KHJiOMeTpax o t  r .  M ycTB ea. ToTajibH bie BepTHKajibHbie n p o ö b i coönpaJiH  
KOJiHqecTBeHHOH ceTbio ÄiKeflH ( r a 3 Ns 75, p a 3Mep HMen 87 m k m ). r i a p a j i -  
jie jib H o  O TÖ H p a jiH  HHTerpaJibHbie ocaA oqH bie n p o ö b i õaTOMeTpoM PyT T H epa 
(oöteM  1 j i ) .  O ö p aõ o T K y  n p o õ  npoBOAHJiH no  oõm enpH H H Tofi MeTOAHKe 
(KHceJieB, 1956). ,Hjih npeABapHTCJibnoft oueHKH nepecqeT H bix  kos(})(J)Hhhch- 
t o b  cpaBHHBa j ih  13 n a p  n p o õ  H3 coõpaH H bix 29 (n o  ABe n a p b i b  m co h u  b J ie T - 
He-oceniiHH h no  o a h o h  n a p e  b M eenu b 3HMiie-BeceHHHö nepHOA).
Ile p e c q e T H b ie  K o s ^ t jm u H e iiT b i ( K )  o n p e A e jiH jm  n o  $ o p M y jie
rA e N 0 —  MHcJieHHocTb KOJIOBpaTOK b ocaA om ioft n p o ö e , Nc — qncjieiiHocTb 
b ceTHoii n p o ö e .
P e 3y jib T a T b i h  oöcyjK A eHH e
CyMMapHan qH cJieim ocTb KOJIOBpaTOK b HaõJHOAaeMbifi n ep n o A  n o  AaH- 
HbiM c e ra b ix  n p o õ  He n p e B b im a jia  156 3K 3/ji ( p n c y n o K ) .  OAnaKO AaHHbie
3*
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^H CjieH HocTb (N ) Ko^iOBpaTOK n o  ceTHOH ( / )  h  ocaAcwHOH (2) n p o õ a M . 
The num ber (JV) of ro tifers in net ( / )  and sed im enta tion  sam ples (2).
ocaÄOHHbix npoö noK33ajiH, mto HHCJieHHOCTb hx rop a3Ao Bbirne h AOCTHraeT 
660 3K3/JI, t .  e. b cpeÄHeM 8,8  pa3 Bbime, qeM no cenibiM (raõ^iHita). Han- 
õ o jibum e  pa3JiHHHH HaõJuoaajiHCb b HiOHe h aB rycie— ceHTHÕpe b nepnoAbi 
MaccoBoro pa3BHTHH K0Ji0 BpaT0K, KorAa b njiaHKTOne noHBJineTCH MHoro 
MeJIKHX (J)OpM.
HecMOTpa Ha cboh cpeAHHe cpe/w  KOjioBpaTOK pa3Mepbi, bhah Polyarthra 
lutninosa u P. major (130 h 160 mkm cooTBercrBeHHo) HMeior BbicoKHe nepe- 
cqeTHbie K03(})(})HUHeHTbi (Taõjm ua). MaKcHMaJibHaa MHCJieHHocTb nonyjin- 
uhh P. lutninosa, no AaHHbiM ocaAOHHbix npoö, Haö;noAajiacb b HaqaJie 
aBrycTa h cocTaBJiHJia 90 3K3/ji, b to BpeMH KaK ceTHOH aHajiH3 noKa3aji
3 3K3/J1. TaKOe paCXOJKACHHe MOJKeT ÖHTb CBH33HO C TeM, MTO OÕa 3TH Buna 
HMeiOT HH3KyiO yjIOBHCTOCTb, TaK KaK H3-3a CBOHX nepHCTbIX nJiaBHHKOB H 
MflrKHX noKpoBpB hjih 3acTpeBaK)T, HJiH npocKajib3biBaioT nepe3 Hqen npn 
4>HJibTpai;HH. Hn3KaH yjIOBHCTOCTb pofla Polyarthra yKa3biBaeTCH h ApyrHMH 
aBTopaMH. no AaHHbiM H. B. Tejieuia (1986), cpeAHHft nepecneTHbift kosc})-
CpeAHHe n e p e c ie T H u e  K09(j><l)HUHeHTU ( K )  a j ih  neKOTOphix 
AOMHHHpyiomHx b h a o b  K 0Ji0BpaT0K MyACKoro 0 3 e p a
M ean correction  fac to rs  (K) for several d om inating  ro tifer species in Lake Peipsi
B hau
Species /Cmin Kmax K
n
K ellicottia  long isp ina  (K ellicott) 1,9—2,0 2,0 2
Keratella  cochlearis (Gosse) 1,2—21,3 9,0 8
K eratella  irregularis (Lau terborn) 3,0—9,3 6,0 4
Polyarthra  lutninosa  Kutikova 10,3—26,6 18,8 4
P olyarthra  m ajor  ‘B urckhard t 2,6—23,6 14,6 3
Synchaeta  oblonga  E hrenberg 5,9—39,4 22,6 2
b uejioM AJJH R otato ria  
to ta l R otato ria 1,0—26,6 8,8 12
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(JjHuneHT ajih P. dolichoptera, P. luminosa h Äpyrnx no,noÕHbix bhäob 3Toro 
poaa cocraBjineT 25,2 (ra3 N° 72). H. H. CnjiHHa (1987) OTMewaeT, mto ceT- 
koh H3 ra3a JSTq 70—76 yjiaBJiHBaeTca okojio 2% (/C= 50) ocoõeft Polyarthra 
pa3MepaMH 100— 150 m k m , h 10% (/C =10) pa3MepaMH 150— 200 m k m .
A H a J io rn q H o  yMeHbiuaeTCH yjioBHCTOCTb b h ä 3 Synchaeta oblonga (mvieeT 
MHTKoe coKpaTHMoe K0HHqecK0e TeJio ajihhoh okojio 160 mkm).
IlepecMeTHbiH KoscJxJjHuneHT ajih Keratella cochlearis (oõman ÄJiHHa 
OKOJIO 150 mkm) OKa3aJICH TOJKe ÄOBOJIbHO BblCOKHM (TaÕJIHUa). Y3KaH 
jio?KKooõpa3HaH (jjopMa Tejia n03B0JiaeT ocoõhm JierKo npoxoAHTb wepe3 
jineH. MaKCHMyM pa3BHTHH qHCJieHHOCTH Haõjnoaajicfl b HaqaJie ceHTHÖpa h 
ÄOCTHraji no ocaAOMHofi npoõe 240 3K3/ji, no ceraoH — 25 3K3f‘Ji.
Hh3i<hh nepecqeTHbifi K03(j)(J)HUHeHT ycTaHOBJieH äjih Kellicottia lon­
gispina (TaõjiHua). Bhähmo, HajiH^He a jih h h h x  umnoB npenHTCTByeT npo- 
xo»/ieHHio ocoöefl nepe3 nqeH. I lo  ash h h m  H. H. Chjihhoh (1987), s t o t  bhä 
yjiaBJiHBajicfl (ras N° 70— 76) b cpeAHeM na 50% (K —  2).
Hec0MHeHH0, öhjio õbi HÄeajibHO HMeTb nepecneTHbie KoscJ^HUHeHTbi ajih 
Bcex bhäob K0Ji0BpaT0K b OT^ejibHOCTH. O ähsko TaKHe aaHHbie noKa eme 
OTCyTCTByiOT. ri03T0My Mbl CO^ JIH UeJieCOOÕpa3HbIM npHMeHHTb K03(|)(j)H- 
UHeHTbi no pa3MepHbiM rpynnaM K0ji0BpaT0K c yqeTOM cxoactbs Tejiocjio>Ke- 
HHH.
r i p n  r p y n n H p o B K e  K0Ji0BpaT0K yqHTbiBajiH x a p a K T e p  h x  n oK pO B a,  a j i h -  
H y , u u H p H H y  h cj)opMy T e j ia ,  a  TaKJKe najiHMHe a j i h h h h x  lu n n o B  h j i h  npH A aT -  
KOB. ripHHHMaJIH BO BHHM3HHe T3K>Ke p a3 M e p b I  CHT3 —  He TOJIbKO LUHpHHy
(87 mkm), ho h ÄHaronajib (123 kmk). TaK, qepe3 Hcn0Jib30BaHH0e HaMH chto 
Ns 75 npoxoÄHJiH ycneuiHO ocoõh o t 90 äo 120 mkm.
Hcxoäh h3 BbimenpHBe/ieHHoro h nojiyqeHHbix npeABspHTejibHbix AaHHbix 
AJIH 19 BHÄOB, Mbl Bbl^eJIHJlH MeTbipe (jjpaKUHH K0JI0BP3T0K.
I. «MejiKHe», K=27.
K0JI0Bp3TKH ÄJIHHOH TeJI3 ÄO 120 MKM. FIOJIHOCTbK) HJIH IIOMTH nOJIHOCTblO 
npoxoÄHT Mepe3 chto. IlonaASHHe hx b ceTHbie npoõbi KpaflHe cjiyMaftHO. 
riosTOMy nepecqeTHbiH K03<j)(J)HUHeHT äjih 3toh rpynnbi mojkct õbiTb ropa3,no 
Bbirne npHBefleHHoro.
r ipeÄCTaBHTejiH: Anuraeopsis fissa, Cephalodella exigua, Polyarthra 
remata, Synchaeta kitina, Trichocerca rousseleti.
II. «Cpe^HHe», K =\A.
KojIOBp3TKH C yflJIHHeHHblM TeJIOM ( ä JIHHS 120— 200 MKM, UIHpHHa 50—  
100 mkm), a  T3K>Ke ö o j i e e  n o j iH b ie  MHTKOTejibie K0Ji0BpaTKH. ÄOBOJIbHO J ie rK o  
n p o c K 3 j ib 3 b iB 3 io T  q e p e 3  H^eH.
n p e ,a c T a B H T e j iH :  Conochilus unicornis, Keratella cochlearis, Polyarthra 
luminosa, Synchaeta oblonga, Trichocerca porcellus.
III. «YMepeHHo KpynHbie», /C =  3.
KojIOBpaTKH C KOHyCOBHÄHbIM MHTKHM TeJIOM (flJlHHa 200 MKM H Õ O Jiee) ,
3  T3K>I<e OCOÕH C OHeHb AJIHHHblMH UJHn3MH HJIH n pH ^aT K aM H  (TejIO B 3TOM
c j i y q a e  m o > k c t  õbiTb HeM Horo Kopoqe —  o k o j i o  150 m k m ) .  ripoueHT npoxoac-
ÄeilHH CKB03b HlieH OTHOCHTeJIbHO HH3KHH.
I lpeACTaBHTejiH: Filinia longiseta, Kellicottia longispina, Keratella 
quadrata, Synchaeta pectinata, Trichocerca cylindrica.
IV. «O^eHb KpynHbie», K = \.
r iaH U H p H b ie  h õ e c n a H U H p H b ie  KOJiOBpaTKH (230 mkm h  öojiee). n p 3KTH- 
HeCKH He npOCK3JIb3bIBaiOT CKB03b HHeH.
ripeA CT aBH TejiH : Asplanchna priodonta, Bipalpus hudsoni, Euchlanis 
dilatata, Notholca cinetura.
O ^H aK O  HeJIb3H 330bIB 3T b,  4T0  HCn0JIb30BaHHe nepeCHeTHblX K03(J)4)H- 
uneHTOB —  AeftcTBHe B c n o M o ra T e j ib H o e .  T e o p e T H ^ e c K H  n o j i y q a e M b ie  y c p e A -  
HeHHbie BeJIH^HHbl MHCJICHHOCTH KOJIOBpaTOK npHÕ.fIH3HTeJIbHbI H MOTyT 3H3HH- 
TeJIbHO OTJIH^STbCH OT AeHCTBHTeJIbHOCTH, TaK KaK MeJIKHe OCOÕH, CTOnpO- 
ueHTHo n p o x o Ä H m H e  q e p e 3  c h t o , b o õ m e f t  cyM M e Bce-TaKH He yqHTbiBaiOTCH.
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Ko3(j)(J)HUHeHTbi yMecTHbi äjih  õ o jiee  o õ iu h x  cjiy^iaeB, t s k h x ,  HanpHMep, KaK 
J\JW  npHÕJ!H3HTeJIbHOH OUeHKH KOpMOBOH Õa3bl B pHÖHOM X03HHCTBe HJ1H 
õaJiaHcoBbix pacneTOB.
O cafloqubiii MeTOÄ ö o jiee  tomch ajih onpeAejieHHH KOjmqecTBeHHbix n a p a -  
MeTpoB KOJiOBpaTOMHoro miaHKTOna. EAHHCTBeHHbiH ero  HeAocTaTOK: bham  c 
o«ienb HH3KOH iiHCJieHHocTbio MoryT He nonaaaT b b MajieHbKHe n o  o ö te M y  
ÕaTOMeTpbl. ri03T0M y BHAOBOH COCTaB B OCaAOMHblX n p o ö a x  MOJKeT 0Ka3aTbCH 
neMHoro õeAHee, qeM b ceTHbix. FIo HauiHM AaHHbiM, b ocaAOHHbix n p o ö a x  
BCTpe^ajiocb b cpeAHeM 1,4 pa3a  MeHbiue TaKCOHOB KOJioBpaTOK, qeM b ceT- 
Hbix. ^ jih aASKBaTHoro oTpanceHHH BHAOBoro cocTaBa c jieA yer  ynoTpeöJiHTb 
õaTOMeTpbi öojibiiiH x 00T>eM0B, a TaKJKe napajuiejibHO coõnpa-Tb npoöbi kojih- 
qecTBeHHOH ceTbio H3 njiOTHoro ra3a . YnoMfmyTbiH MHHyc cymecTBeHHO He 
cHHJKaeT njiiocbi ocaAOHHoro MeTOAa, ocT aB aacb npHTOM 0TH0CHTe^bH0 np o- 
CTblM H pa3yMHO TpyAOeMKHM.
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H ncTuryT 300A0Zuu u õo tohuku  
A w deM uu  nayK 9 c to h cko ü  CCP
Taavi V IR RO
PLA N K TILISTE  KERILOOM ADE (R O T A T O R IA ) K O G U M ISE M EETO D ITE 
VÕRDLUS P E IP S I  JÄ RVE NÄITEL
V õrgum eetodi ja sedim enta tsioonim eetodi sobivuse h indam iseks n ing  p aran d u sk o e­
fitsien tide esia lg se te  v ää rtu s te  leidm iseks kasu ta ti Peipsi jä rv e  pelag iaali ühest proovi- 
p u n k tis t kogutud  m ate rja li (ju u n is t oktoobrini 1986, ja a n u a r is t  aprillin i 1987).
L aia lt levinud võrgum eetod ei anna keriloom ade (R ota toria ) koosluse stru k tu u ri n ing  
p aram eetrite  kohta u sa ld a tav a t teavet. K eriloom ade rühm a sum m aarne  arvukus võrgu- 
proovide põhjal oli keskm iselt 8,8 korda m adalam  reaalsest. A inus u sa ld u sv äärn e  ja  tö ö ­
m ahu lt m õistlik  m eetod on seetõ ttu  sedim entatsioonim eetod.
O n leitud paranduskoefitsien tide  (K) es ialgsed  väärtu sed  m õnedele Peipsi jä rv es 
dom ineerivatele  keriloom adele: K ellicottia  long isp ina  K —2,0, K eratella cochlearis K —9,0, 
K. irregularis K = 6,0, P olyarthra lutninosa  /C= 18,8, P. m ajor K = 1 4 ,6 , S ynchaeta  oblonga  
K = 22,6 . K una p raegu  ei ole veel andm eid kõikide liikide kohta, siis paku takse a ju tise  
lahendusena v ä lja  paranduskoefitsien tide  kasu tam ine keriloom ade su u rusg rupp ide  kaupa. 
Peetakse  sobivaks e ris tad a  neli se llist gruppi.
T aavi V IR R O
T H E C O M PA RISO N  OF SA M PLIN G  M ETHODS OF PLAN KTONIC R O TIFER S 
( R O T A T O R IA ) ON T H E EXAM PLE OF LAKE P E IP S I
F or com paring  the p lankton net and sedim enta tion  m ethods and for e s tab lish in g  the 
correction factors for ro tifers paralle l zooplankton sam ples w ere collected from  a pelagic 
sa m pling  sta tio n  of L. Peipsi.
The w idespread net m ethod gives the d isto rted  stru c tu re  of a ro tifer com m unity and 
and its p aram eters and is therefore absolu tely  unreliable. The to ta l num ber of ro tifers in 
ne t sam ples w as a t an average  8.8 tim es lower than  the real value.
The prelim inary  values of correction facto rs (K) for several d om inating  species are 
given: K ellicoltia  longispina  K —2.0, K eratella cochlearis K = 9.0, K. irregularis /C=6.0, 
P olyarthra  lum inosa K =  18.8, P. m ajor /C= 14.6, Synchaeta  oblonga K — 22.'6. As such 
d a ta  are  still lacking  for all the species, the system  for u sing  the correction fac to rs by 
Ihe size g roups is suggested . F our size g roups of ro tifers w ere established: sm all, /C = 2 /; 
m edium , 14; m oderately  large, K==3; very large, / (= 1 .
The sed im enta tion  m ethod appears to be the only reliable and, a t the sam e -time, 
reasonab ly  labour-consum ing for the adequate estim ation  of ro tifer abundances and  their 
com m unity  structu re ,
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Summary
29 rotifer taxa, 19 of which are new records, were identified in 
the pelagial of Lake Yaskhan, Turkmenistan. Bracliionusplicalilis 
(represented by 3 forms), Hexarthra Jennica, Keratella quadrat a 
(4 forms) and Synchaeta oblonga were dominating. In addition 
to eurytherms, the presence of thermophilic Hexarthra Jennica 
and Brachianus spp. is characteristic o f the lake. The occurrence 
of Notholca acuminata and A', squamula salina is noteworthy. The 
rotifer community in Lake Yaskhan can be characterized as a 
complex of euryhaline and halophilic species. The typical halo- 
philic assemblage, consisting of Brachionus plicalilis and Hex­
arthra fennica, is present.
Introduction
In 1981 and 1988 the Institute o f Zoology and Botany 
(Tartu, Estonia) organized two expeditions to Lake Yas­
khan, located in the river-bed of the Western Uzboi, in the 
Kara-Kum desert, in Turkmenistan. In the present paper 
the qualitative composition o f the rotifer plankton o f Lake 
Yaskhan is reported.
Lake Yaskhan consists actually o f two different and 
isolated parts: Freshwater Yaskhan (length 1170 m, width 
220 m, maximum depth 6.4 m, salinity 2.2 — 2.7 g • l" ‘)and 
Salty Yaskhan (length 2300 m, width 200 m, maximum 
depth 3.4 m, salinity 25 — 5 0 g I"1 depending on season) 
( K a l l e j ä r v  1981). Lake Yaskhan feeds on fresh phreatic 
water, which causes relatively low mineralization in spite 
of desert climate. The salinity is fluctuating seasonally 
depending on the balance between evaporation and the 
underground water inflow.
Previous data about the rotifers of the lake are quite 
fragmentary. The first report on the zooplankton o f Lake 
Yaskhan, based on samples collected in August 1936, was
given by S t a r o s t i n  (1948). 4 rotifer taxa were listed from 
Freshwater Yaskhan, none from Salty Yaskhan. More 
detailed data were published by H a b e r m a n  (1981) as a 
result o f the first expedition to Lake Yaskhan, organized 
by the Institute o f Zoology and Botany in the spring o f  
1975.14 rotifer taxa were recorded in Freshwater Yaskhan 
and 6 in Salty Yaskhan.
Material and Methods
Qualitative zooplankton samples were collected from the pelagic 
regions of Freshwater Yaskhan (henceforth FWY) and Salty ; 
Yaskhan (henceforth SY), from 3 and 2 sampling stations re-
Fig. 1. Location of the sampling stations in Lake Yaskhan 
(1 =  club-rush thickets; 2 = sampling station).
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14. 04. 1988 FWY, SY
19.04.1988 FWY
12.07. 1988 FWY
04. 11. 1988 FWY
The samples were taken with a qualitative cone net of 87 |im mesh 
and fixed with formalin (final concentration 3 -4 % ). It must be 
considered that the zooplankton net of 87 pm mesh used, not 
retaining species of smaller size, is actually too coarse Tor the 
adequate collection of rotifers (B o t t r e l l  et al. 1976; H o l l o w d a y  
1985; V ir r o  1989). Owing to this, the possible smaller fraction 
of the rotifer community could not been detected here. In spring
1988 several samples from FWY were studied alive, focusing on 
iloricate rotifer species which are difficult to identify after fixation. 
The rotifer taxa were identified according to K u t ik o v a  (1970),
except Bdelloida, which remained unidentified. Iloricate rotifers 
were identified on the basis of their trophi which were dissolved 
out using Eau de Javelle. The nomenclature of K u t ik o v a  (1970) 
is followed in the taxonomic list.
Results and Discussion
In total 2 9  rotifer taxa (1 9  species) were identified from 
Lake Yaskhan (Table 1). Of these, 19  are new to the lake. 
As shown in Table 1, 2 8  taxa (1 8  species) o f rotifers were 
recorded from FWY. When compared to the earlier lists 
given by S t a r o s t i n  (1 9 4 8 )  and H a b e r m a n  (1 9 8 1 )  5  taxa 
were not encountered in the present material: Brachio­
nus calyciflorus calyciflorus P a l l a s  1 7 6 6 , B. quadridenta­
tus cluniorbicularis S k o r i k o v  1 8 9 4 , Keratella cochlearis 
(G o ss e  1 8 5 1 ), Lecane ( M onostyla) bulla ( G o ss e  1 8 8 6 ) and 
Trichocerca (Trichocerca) pusilla  ( L a u t e r b o r n  1 8 9 8 ).  
The taxonomic composition of rotifers in SY is poorer,
Table 1. List of rotifers from Lake Yaskhan, with comments on presence and relative abundance ( — = not recorded, 1 =  rare, 
2 ~  common, 3 =  abundant). FWY =  Freshwater Yaskhan, SY =  Salty Yaskhan.
Taxon FWY SY
1981 1988 1981 1988
Apr. July Oct. Apr. July Nov. Oct. Apr.
Asplanchna girodi GUERNE 1888 _ _ _ 1 - - - -
Bdelloida (indet.) - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1
Brachionus plicatilis plicatilis MÜLLER 1786 - 1 1 - - - 1 -
B. plicatilis longicornis Fadeev 1925 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1
B. plicatilis rotundiformis T s c h u g u NOFF 1921 - 1 2 - - - - -
B. quadridentatus ancylognathus Schmarda 1859 - - 1 - - - 1 -
B. quadridentatus brevispinus E h r e n b e r g  1832 - - - - 1 - - -
B. quadridentatus rhenanus L a u ter b o r n  1893 - - 1 - - - 1 -
Filinia longiseta limnetica (Z a c h a r ia s  1893) - - 1 - - - - -
Hexarthra fennica (Levander 1892) - 1 - - - - 2 3
Keratella quadrata quadrata (MÜLLER 1786) - - - - - 1 3 -
K. quadrata dispersa C a r l in  1943 2 1 - 1 - - - -
K. quadrata frenzeli (E ck ste in  1895) - - - - - 1 - -
K. quadrata reticulata C a r l in  1943 3 2 1 3 1 3 1 1
Lecane (Lecane) tuna luna MÜLLER 1776 - 1 - - 1 1 - -
L. (L .) luna presumpta A h lstro m  1938 - 1 - - - - - -
L. (Monostyla) closterocerca (S ch m a r d a  1859) - - - - 1 - - -
L. (M .) stenroosi (M eissner  1908) - 1 - - - - - -
Lepadella (Lepadella) ovalis ( M ü l l er  1786) 1 - - 1 - - - -
Lophocharis oxysternon (G osse 1851) 1 - - 1 - 1 - -
Notholca acuminata acuminata (E h re n b e r g  1832) 1 - - 1 - - - -
N. squamula salina F o c k e  1961 - - - 1 - - - -
Notommata sp. - 1 - — - - - -
Polyarthra major B u r c k h a r d t  1900 - - - - - 1 - -
Synchaeta oblonga E h r e n b e r g  1831 1 - 1 2 - 1 1 1
Testudinella mucronata (G osse 1886) - - - - - - 1 -
T. patina patina (H e r m a n n  1783) 1 - - 1 1 - 1 1
T. patina intermedia (ANDERSON 1889) - 1 - - - - - -
Trichocerca (Diurella) porcellus major H a u er  1935 - - — — 1 — —
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with only 11 taxa (7 species) recorded (Table 1). This is 
probably caused by the extremity o f the biotope (much 
higher salinity than in FWY), and partially, o f course, by 
the insufficient number of samples. Brachionus calycijlorus 
calyciflorus  and Notholca acum inata  ( E h r e n b e r g  1832) 
which had previously been found in SY ( H a b e r m a n  1981) 
did not reoccur.
The following species dominated in Lake Yaskhan: 
Brachionusplicatilis  (represented with 3 forms), H exarthra  
jenn ica , Keratella quadrata  (4 forms) and Synchaeta ob- 
longa.
Analysing the composition o f the planktonic rotifer 
community o f Lake Yaskhan, it should be mentioned that 
it consists o f widespread taxa.
Of the 29 taxa found, 17 are euplanktonic, namely from 
the genera Asplanchna, Brachionus, Filinia, H exarthra, 
Keratella, Notholca, Polyarthra  and Synchaeta. The repre­
sentatives o f the other genera (Lecane, Lepadella , Lopho- 
charis, N o tom m ata , Testudinella, Trichocerca) and the 
order Bdclloida belong to non-planktonic (periphytic, 
plankto-benthic or benthic) forms, but their occurrence in 
the pelagic zone o f lakes is not uncommon.
Nearly all the species recorded here are more or less 
eurythermal ( K u t ik o v a  1970; R u t t n e r - K o l is k o  1972; 
B e r z i n š  &  P e j l e r  1989). The presence o f thermophilic 
H exarthra  jenn ica  and Brachionus spp. is typical o f the 
waterbodies o f southern regions ( K u t ik o v a . 1970; R u t t ­
n e r - K o l is k o  1972).
Of interest is the occurrence of Notholca acuminata  and 
N . squamula  in FWY in April, at water temperatures from 
14—17°C. These species are generally known as cold- 
stenothermal which prefer northern latitudes but are 
sometimes encountered also in southern areas, in the cold 
season. According to K u t ik o v a  (1970) both N. squamula 
and N . acum inata  are cold-stenothermal in fresh waters 
but eurythermal in saline waters. The optimal temperatures 
being far below 10 °C, they can tolerate higher tem­
peratures for some time ( C a r l in  1943; M a y  1980; B e r z i n š  
&  P e j l e r  1989). These points could probably explain their 
presence in this desert lake.
The taxonomic composition of rotifers in Lake Yaskhan 
reflects very well the peculiar conditions o f this lake. 
FWY being under the influence o f inflowing fresh phreatic 
water, is brackish, while SY has a distinctly euhaline 
character. As a result of such conditions, the rotifer 
community here consists o f euryhaline and halophilic 
species. Brachionus plicatilis  and H exarthra jennica  form 
a typical halophilic rotifer assemblage preferring high 
salinity ( K u t ik o v a  1970; R u t t n e r - K o l is k o  1972; O v a n - 
d e r  1985; S h ie l  &  K o s t e  1986). Therefore, the occurrence 
of B. plicatilis, even in great numbers in FWY, is quite 
interesting. Probably, this could be explained by higher 
salinity in summer and autumn, caused by intensive 
evaporation. H . Jennica, being dominant in SY, seems to 
be clearly depressed in FWY. Brachionus quadridentatus
(with 3 forms in this material) and Notholca squamula  
salina are characteristic of brackish conditions ( K u t ik o v a  
1970,1980; R u t t n e r - K o l is k o  1972; O v a n d e r  1985). The 
rest o f the species found are, to a smaller or greater extent, 
euryhaline. The occurrence o f Keratella quadrata, S yn ­
chaeta oblonga, Testudinella m ucronata  and T. patina  in 
SY indicates that these species can tolerate quite a wide 
range o f salinity.
The occurrence o f haploid and resting eggs, indicating 
the periods o f sexual reproduction in rotifers, is o f interest 
too. Resting eggs were detected in the case o f Brachionus 
plicatilis longicornis (in July in FWY and in April in SY), 
Filinia longiseta limnetica  (in October), H exarthra  Jennica  
(in April in SY only), Keratella quadrata reticulata  (in 
April and July in FWY only) and Synchaeta oblonga (in 
April in FWY only); haploid eggs in the case o f H. Jennica 
(in April in SY only) and K. quadrata reticulata (in April 
in FWY only).
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The rotifers of Lake Peipus
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Institute o f  Zoology and Botany, 21 Vanemuine St., 202400 Tartu, Estonia
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Abstract
In the northern part o f Lake Peipus, 140 taxa of rotifers were identified, with species o f Anuraeopsis, 
Conochilus, Keratella, Polyarthra and Synchaeta dominating. Two main periods of sexual reproduction 
occur, in the spring and autumn. Different life cycle patterns are represented. Rotifer number and bio­
mass have two maxima between spring and early autumn. The contribution o f rotifers to total zoop- 
lankton production varies from 13.6% (Oct.) to 89.8% (May). The average production o f grazing ro­
tifers is 485.1 kJ m -2 , while that o f predatory rotifers (Asplanchna) is 10.0 kJ m -2 .
Introduction
Lake Peipus (L. Peipsi) is situated on the eastern 
border o f Estonia. It is the fifth largest lake in 
Europe (surface area 3555 km2). It consists of 
three parts: the large northern part, Lake Peipus 
s.str. (2611 km2, average depth 8.3 m), southern 
Lake Pihkva (L. Pskov) (708 km2, 3.8 m), and 
narrow Lake Lämmijärv (236 km2, 2.5 m) con­
necting the two other parts. On the basis of pri­
mary production (Nõges e ta l., 1989), zooplank- 
ton production (Haberman, 1990), water 
transparency, and nitrogen, phosphorus and 
chlorophyll-a concentrations (Lindpere eta l., 
1989; Starast eta l., 1990), the lake is eutrophic. 
Lake Peipus is one o f the richest in fish among 
European lakes. The total catch o f fish has usu­
ally been 9000-12000 tons (25-35 kg ha- 1 ) a 
year. Planktivorous fishes, e.g. smelt and ven- 
dace, dominate the fish fauna, making the zoop- 
lankton a very important component o f this ec­
osystem.
The present paper deals with the rotifers o f the 
northern part o f the lake, i.e. Lake Peipus s.str.
Attention is focused on two main areas: ( l) th e  
seasonal dynamics of the number, biomass and 
production o f rotifers, and their role in the total 
zooplankton; (2) the seasonal succession o f dom­
inant rotifer species.
Materials and methods
For estimating the number, biomass and produc­
tion o f rotifers the plankton of Lake Peipus was 
investigated from May to October in 1985 and in 
1986. For comparison, data from March and N o­
vember are given as well. Samples o f zooplank­
ton were taken with a quantitative Juday net of 
85 fim mesh from the central part o f the lake 
(depth 8.3 m). It is generally accepted that plank­
ton nets o f this size are too coarse for rotifers. To 
correct the values for rotifer numbers in net sam­
ples, correction coefficients were used. These co­
efficients, calculated from results o f simultaneous 
net and quantitative water samples, increase the 
rotifer numbers 1 to 27 times, 8.8 times on the 
average (Virro, 1989).
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The individual weights of rotifers were calcu­
lated from average body lengths using the formu­
lae suggested by Ruttner-Kolisko (1977). Rotifer 
production (P), ration or food consumption (C), 
respiration (R) and assimilation (A) were calcu­
lated using the physiological method (Waters, 
1977; Winberg & Lavrentyeva, 1984; Ivanova,
1985). Here, the genus Asplanchna is considered 
as semi-predaceous.
From June 1986 to June 1987 zooplankton 
samples were taken (4 to 5 times a month) from 
littoral and pelagial stations (depths 0.5 and 7.0 m 
respectively) in the north-western part of the lake 
to ascertain seasonal changes in the rotifer com­
munity. Qualitative samples were taken with a 
cone net. Quantitative samples were taken with a 
1-litre Ruttner sampler. The sedimentation 
method was used to concentrate the samples.
Results and discussion
In total 140 taxa (116 species) o f rotifers were 
identified. The following species dominated: 
Anuraeopsis fissa  (Gosse), Asplanchna priodonla 
Gosse, Conochilus hippocrepis (Schrank), C. uni­
cornis Rousselet, Kellicottia longispina (Kellicott), 
Keratella cochlearis (Gosse), K. quadrata 
(Müller), Notholca squamula (Müller), Polyarthra 
dolichoptera Idelson, P. longiremis Carlin, P. lumi­
nosa Kutikova, P. major Burckhardt, P. remata 
Skorikov, Synchaeta kitina Rousselet, S. oblonga 
Ehrenberg, S. verrucosa Nipkow, Trichocerca 
rousseleti (Voigt). The composition of this group 
is typical of eutrophic lakes in the northern tem­
perate zone (Kutikova, 1970).
The number, biomass and production o f the 
zooplankton in Lake Peipus are high and typical 
of eutrophic lakes (Haberman, 1990). Data from 
the central area of the lake (Tables 1 and 2) en­
able us to draw the same conclusion concerning 
the rotifers. Their contribution to the total zoop­
lankton production is quite high, varying from 
13.6% to 89.8% (Fig. 1). Rotifers have two max­
ima, in May (water temperature 8.3 °C) and Au­
gust (19.2 °C). In the north-western area, the ro­
tifers also have two maxima, with some
Table I. D ynam ics o f  the average n u m b er (N : 103 ind  m ' 3; 
% N : p ercen t o f  to ta l zo o p lank ton  num ber) and  b io m ass  (B: 
g m  " 3; % B: p ercen t o f  to ta l zoo p lan k to n  b iom ass) o f  rotifers.
M onth N % N B % B
M ar 78.2 94.7 0.081 92.0
M ay 1841.9 98.3 1.765 85.6
Ju n 1726.0 90.2 1.313 31.1
Jul 1109.9 87.0 0.574 27.9
Aug 1680.8 83.8 1.223 50.7
Sep 648.2 80.5 0.444 31.5
O ct 331.2 58.8 0.175 6.2
N ov 134.8 68.4 0.105 10.4
development in the winter (Fig. 2). Littoral max­
ima are in June (1620 ind l - 1 ) and August 
(1560ind 1“ '), pelagial maxima are in June 
(660 ind 1“ *) and September (750 ind 1“ ’).
Data reported in Table 2 demonstrate that ro­
tifers are very important in the energy flow of 
Lake Peipus. The primary production in this lake 
is 8519kJ m ~ 2 between May and October 
(Nõges, 1989). Of the primary production, the 
herbivorous zooplankton consume 49.7%, and 
the rotifers consume 23.9%. The ration o f graz­
ing rotifers constitutes 48.1 % of the ration o f all 
grazing zooplankton. The predatory zooplankton 
consume 53.4% of the production of the herbiv­
orous zooplankton, with the predatory rotifer As- 
planchna consuming 4.8% of this production. For 
the normal functioning of all links in the food
Table 2. Average values (kJ m  2) o f  p roduction  (P ), ration  
(C), resp ira tion  (R ) and  assim ilation (A ) betw een M ay and  
O ctober, 198S an d  1986. S ubscrip ts: G ra z  -  grazers, P red  -  
p reda to rs.
Rotifers T otal
zoop lank ton
% o f  rotifers 
o f  to ta l 
zo o p lank ton
485.1 861.6 56.3
P p re il 10.0 66.9 14.9
P c .ra i  + Fred 495.1 928.5 53.3
2035.3 4233.0 48.1
C p rcd 41.7 460.3 9.1
^ G r a z  + Pred 759.4 1953.4 38.8
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Fig. I. The contribution (% ) o f  rotifers to total zooplankton production in Lake Peipus. PGraz -  grazing rotifers, P p ^  -  pred­
atory rotifers.
chain, each successive link must not consume 
more than 60% of the preceding one (Odum, 
1959).
Respiration of rotifers is 759.4 kJ m ~ 2. The 
mean total respiration in Lake Peipus is
17814.9 kJ m~ 2 (Nõges, 1989). The contribution 
of rotifers to this is 4.3%. Rotifers assimilate 
43.5% of all the energy assimilated by the zoop­
lankton.
The seasonal succession of rotifers is illustrated
15
Fig. 2. The seasonal dynam ics o f  rotifers and water temperature (°C ) in pelagial and littoral areas o f  Lake Peipus.
in Figs 3 and 4. Notholca squamula, Polyarthra N. squamula and S. verrucosa are distinctly cold 
dolichoptera and Synchaeta verrucosa can be con- stenotherms. Notholca squamula is present in the 
sidered thermophobic or winter dominants. plankton from October until May, at tempera-
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Fig, 3. The seasonal development o f  dominant rotifers in the littoral zone o f  Lake Peipus, cf, o ,  •  indicate m ales, haploid eggs, 
and resting eggs.
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tures of 0-11 °C. After the maximum in Febru­
ary (240 ind 1 ~ 1 in littoral), it has sexual repro­
duction in March. Polyarthra dolichoptera appears 
in October, being more abundant in the pelagial 
zone. Its development comes to an end in June, 
soon after the period of sexual reproduction, 
which coincides with the population maximum in 
June. Synchaeta verrucosa occurs from November 
until May. Its intensive development starts in 
early spring and peaks (110 ind I-1 in littoral 
zone) at the beginning o f May. S. verrucosa dis­
appears at the end of May, when the water tem­
perature rises above 10 °C. Males and resting 
eggs were encountered just before and at the pop­
ulation maximum.
In M ay-June the winter complex is replaced by 
the summer one. Most prominently the seasonal 
succession o f species occurs in the genera Syn­
chaeta and Polyarthra. In place of S. verrucosa 
come the relatively eurythermal summer domi­
nants S. oblonga and S. kitina. Synchronously, 
S. pectinata and a warm-water stenotherm, S. sty- 
lata, occur, but in low numbers. P. dolichoptera is 
replaced by several congeners: P. longiremis, 
P. luminosa, P. major and P. remata. Polyarthra 
longiremis is a warm stenotherm, known to pre­
fer eutrophic conditions (Kutikova, 1970). It oc­
curs in the littoral zone only, in August and Sep­
tember (Fig. 3). Its population maximum (180 ind 
1"1) and sexual period at the beginning of August 
coincide with the highest temperature, 21.8 °C. 
Polyarthra luminosa appears in June, reaches 
maximal numbers in August (in littoral zone 110 
ind 1“ \  in pelagial zone 100 ind 1" ‘), and disap­
pears in October (Figs 3 and 4). Haploid eggs 
were found attached to females in the middle of 
August, in September and October. The develop­
ment of Polyarthra remata is somewhat shifted in 
time in the two different habitats (Figs 3 and 4). 
In the littoral zone, it occurs from June to Sep­
tember, having a maximum in August (300 ind 
l ~ '). In the pelagial zone, the number of P. re­
mata begins to rise in August, with a peak in 
September (50 ind 1~ ‘), and declines to zero in 
October. In the littoral zone, sexual reproduction 
occurs before the population maximum; in the 
pelagial zone, it occurs during the decline of the
population. Polyarthra major has high numbers 
only in the pelagial zone, where it is one of the 
main dominants in August and September.
The summer pelagic complex is dominated by 
Conochilus hippocrepis and C. unicornis/ 
C. unicornis having its maximum in June and 
C. hippocrepis having it in August (110 ind I -  ’). 
Anuraeopsis jissa is a typical thermophilic domi­
nant in the littoral zone. A.fissa  starts its devel­
opment in June, peaks in August (260 ind I"1), 
at a temperature of 21.8 °C, and practically dis­
appears at the end of August (Fig. 3). The pop­
ulation undergoes sexual reproduction slightly be­
fore the maximum.
Keratella cochlearis s.l. is represented in the 
plankton practically all year round by several sea­
sonally alternating morpho-ecological forms: his- 
pida, macracantha, nordica, pustulata, robusta, 
tecta, typica. In the littoral zone, K. cochlearis has 
maximal numbers in August (540 ind 1" 1), mainly 
f. typica but also f. hispida, f. pustulata and f. tecta. 
In the pelagial zone, the maximum is in Septem­
ber (240 ind I- 1 ), mainly f. hispida, f. pustulata 
and f. typica in equal proportions. K. cochlearis 
f. macracantha and f. nordica are associated with 
colder periods, whereas f. tecta is associated with 
warmer ones.
The genus Asplanchna is represented by two 
species: A. priodonta and A. girodi. The latter 
never reaches high numbers. A . priodonta domi­
nates only sporadically in the pelagial zone. Kera- 
tetta quadrata (mainly K. quadrata frenzeli) is also 
more abundant in this zone. Kellicottia longispina 
has a similar distribution, having a maximum in 
July.
Two main periods of sexual reproduction seem 
to occur in the rotifer community of Lake Peipus: 
in spring or early summer for winter species 
{Notholca squamula, Polyarthra dolichoptera, 
Synchaeta verrucosa) and in late summer or au­
tumn for summer ones (Anuraeopsis fissa, 
Polyarthra longiremis, P. luminosa, P. remata). 
Different life cycle patterns are represented. Ac 
cording to King (1980), we may distinguish: a) 
early cycle species (Polyarthra remata in the lit­
toral zone), initiating sexual reproduction before 
the population maximum; b) midcycle species
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(Anuraeopsis fissa, Polyarthra dolichoptera, P. Ion- 
giremis, P. luminosa, Synchaeta verrucosa), which 
have sexual reproduction at the population max­
imum; and c) late cycle species (Notholca squam­
ula, Polyarthra remata in the pelagial zone), hav­
ing sexual reproduction after the maximum.
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The genus Polyarthra in Lake Peipsi
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Abstract
In Lake Peipsi (Estonia) Polyarthra species often dominate the rotifer community, and are represented by 6 
species: Polyarthra dolichoptera Idelson, P. longiremis Carlin, P. luminosa Kutikova, P. major Burckhardt, P. 
remata Skorikov, P. vulgaris Carlin. The highest diversity occurs in August-September, with P. remata and P. 
luminosa most abundant. Morphometric data including measurements of body, fins and various types of eggs are 
given. The seasonal development of the different species and their life cycles are considered.
Introduction
Lake Peipsi (L. Peipus) (surface area 2611 km2, aver­
age depth 8.3 m) is the northern part of Lake Peipsi- 
Pihkva (L. Peipus-Pskov) (3555 km2). On the basis of 
primary production (Nõges et al., 1989), zooplankton 
production (Haberman, 1990), transparency, nitrogen, 
phosphorus and chlorophyll-a (Lindpere et al., 1989; 
Starast et al., 1990), it is eutrophic, with mesotrophic 
features in the northern region (Lokk etal., 1988).
Species of Polyarthra are typical of lakes in the 
northern temperate zone. The species are quite com­
mon in the plankton of Lake Peipsi and often dominate 
the rotifer community (Denisenko, 1975; Haberman, 
1978; Haberman, 1983; Virro & Haberman, 1993).
The aim of the present paper is to discuss the species 
composition of Polyarthra in Lake Peipsi and to char­
acterize their seasonal development and life cycles. 
Morphometric data of the species are given, as well.
Materials and methods
From June 1986 to March 1988 zooplankton samples 
were collected (4 to 6 times a month) from a sublittoral 
station (depth 0.5-1 m) in the north-western part of 
Lake Peipsi. Qualitative samples were taken with a 
cone net. Quantitative samples were taken with a 1- 
litre Ruttner sampler. The sedimentation method was
used to concentrate the samples. Samples were fixed 
with formalin.
Measurements of body, fins, ventral finlets and eggs 
were taken with an ocular micrometer at 15 x 20 mag­
nification. Specimens with extended corona were used 
whenever possible. The morphometric data are pre­
sented in Tables 1 and 2. Estimated by the index of 
sample average determination accuracy, the means are 
representative, the values of the index varying between 
1-5%.
The rotifer taxa were identified according to 
Kutikova (1970) and Koste (1978). The nomenclature 
of Kutikova (1970) is followed.
Results and discussion
In the present material the genus Polyarthra is repre­
sented by 6 species:
Polyarthra dolichoptera Idelson, 1925 
Polyarthra longiremis Carlin, 1943 
Polyarthra luminosa Kutikova, 1962 
Polyarthra major Burckhardt, 1900 
Polyarthra remata Skorikov, 1896 
Polyarthra vulgaris Carlin, 1943 
P. luminosa and P. longiremis are often referred to 
as not valid or of uncertain status. Based on the material 
from Lake Peipsi, these are distinct taxa, differing mor­
phologically and ecologically from other Polyarthra
17
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Table 7. Morphometric data o f  Polyarthra species (females only) in Lake Peipsi. B = body; F = fin; VF = ventral (inlet; AE = 
amictic egg; HE = haploid egg; RE = resting egg; L  = length; W  = width; Min = minimum value; Max = maximum value; SD 
= standard deviation; n  = number o f  observations; x =  character absent; — = not detected. AH measurements in pm .
Polyarthra B F  VF AE HE RE
species L W  L  W  L ~ L  W  I W  I  W
Dolichoptera
Min 94 56 105 6 37 62 46 29 26 67 46
Max 141 96 186 !0 75 89 58 45 37 93 74
Mean 118.8 77.7 147.8 7.7 56.2 74.4 52.0 37.4 29.5 78.7 58.0
SD 11.8 8.8 19.4 1.3 8.1 4.5 2.8 3.2 2.3 8.2 8.8
n 42 42 42 19 42 57 57 28 28 23 23
Longiremis
Min 72 41 80 9 39 55 38 35 28
Max 132 88 153 13 75 72 48 37 30
Mean 98.2 61.9 110.3 10.5 50.0 66.5 44.4 36.0 29.0 - -
SD 18.3 12.7 20.7 1.5 10.8 5.5 3.8 1.0 1.0
n 25 25 25 II 25 8 8 2 2
Luminosa
Min 105 58 93 12 29 69 41 27 23
Max 156 100 136 24 45 87 61 37 28
Mean 126.0 70.5 118.1 17.4 36.7 78.2 50.3 32.9 25.9 - -
SD 10.9 7.4 8.8 3.4 3.6 5.2 4.3 2.1 1.4
n 45 45 45 18 45 41 41 17 17
Major
Min 114 58 111 15 78 49 35 29
Max 199 119 162 40 118 72
Mean 145.3 83.9 134.3 23.7 x 98.5 62.8 - -
SD 24.7 14.8 12.5 5.0 8.9 6.2
n 49 49 49 32 21 21 1 1
Remata
Min 68 38 66 4 47 32 28 22 63 50
Max 124 89 137 9 71 50 38 29 76 58
Mean 93.3 54.5 103.9 6.3 X 58.1 39.7 32.8 25.8 71.5 54.3
SD 12.3 9.1 16.5 1.3 4.3 3.9 2.7 2.0 4.6 2.6
n 65 65 65 18 65 65 29 29 6 6
Vulgaris
Min 100 58 107 12 33
Max 122 75 135 19 52
Mean 110.9 68.6 123.8 15.6 44.8 - - - - - -
SD 7.7 4.7 9.0 2.1 5.7
n 13 13 13 12 13
species. P. luminosa, originally described by Kutikova 
(1962), is distinguishable by its characteristic broad 
leaf-shaped ventral finlets and rhombic fins in dorsal 
fin bundles. P. longiremis differs from its close con­
geners (P. dolichoptera, P. vulgaris) in trophi structure 
(Shiel & Koste. 1993).
It should be mentioned that due to extensive over­
lap (Tables 1 and 2) morphometric criteria, with fin 
width the most distinctive, are inadequate to distin-
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Table 2. Morphometric ratios of Polyarthra species 
(females only) in Lake Peipsi. B L  = body length; B W  
= body width; F L  = fin length; F W  = fin width; Min = 
minimum value; Max = maximum value; SD = standard 
deviation; n  = number o f observations.
Polyarthra
species B L /B W B L /F L F L /F W
Dolichoptera
Min 1.3 0.7 14
Max 1.8 1.1 26.8
Mean 1.54 0.81 18.82
SD 0.14 0.09 3.32
TV 42 42 19
Ltmftirema
Min 1.3 0.7 10.5
Max 1.9 l .l 15
Mean 1.6 0.89 12.55
SD 0.13 0.08 1.45
n 25 25 U
Luminosa
Min 1.5 0.9 5.1
Max 2.1 1.3 10.8
Mean 1.79 1.07 6.83
SD 0.12 0.09 1.48
n 45 45 18
Major
Min 1.4 0.9 3.8
Max 2.1 1.3 8.3
Mean 1.74 1.08 5.92
SD 0.17 0.11 0.84
n 49 49 32
Remata
Min 1.2 0.7 12.6
Max 2.1 1.1 21.8
Mean 1.73 0.91 17.77
SD 0.16 0.10 3.06
n 65 65 18
Vulgaris
Min 1.4 0.7 5.8
Max 1.9 l.l 10.1
Mean 1.62 0.90 8.05
SD 0.15 0.11 1.33
n 13 13 12
guish Polyarthra species. Therefore, both morpholog­
ical characters such as trophi structure, and ecological 
features are needed for identification.
In Lake Peipsi, the highest species diversity of Pol­
yarthra occurs in August-September, with P. remata, 
P. luminosa and P. longiremis most abundant (Fig. 1). 
This Polyarthra assemblage consists of widespread 
species and reflects the trophic status of this lake.
Compared to the earlier list from Lake Peipsi 
given by Haberman (1978), P. dissimulans and P. 
euryptera were not encountered in our material. These 
species are considered to be warm stenotherms (Car­
lin, 1943; Kutikova, 1970; Berzinš & Pejler, 1989), 
and may not reach detectable numbers in cool sum­
mers. P. euryptera prefers eutrophic environments 
(Ruttner-Kolisko, 1972; Hakkari, 1978), and is prob­
ably restricted to the eutrophic southern regions of the 
lake. P. remata was not found by Haberman (1978) 
in Lake Peipsi, but was present in hypertrophic Lake 
Võrtsjärv (surface area 270 km2, average depth 2.8 
m, in Estonia). Its appearance in Lake Peipsi is likely 
connected with increasing eutrophication.
The development of Polyarthra species displays 
a distinct seasonality, related to temperature (Fig. I). 
Temperature is one of the main abiotic factors influenc­
ing directly (affecting the time of embryonic develop­
ment) or indirectly (via the other abiotic and biotic fac­
tors) the seasonal development of rotifers (Hofmann, 
1977; Radwan, 1980; May, 1983; BSrzinš & Pejler, 
1989).
Polyarthra dolichoptera is a cold stenothermic 
species. It appears in October (5°C), or September 
(13°C), when cooling begins (Fig. 1). Although tem­
perature is favourable, the species is unable to maintain 
itself during early winter, but ends soon with bisexual 
development and production of resting eggs. A new 
rise begins in January, with maximum in March, and 
comes to an end in June, soon after bisexual reproduc­
tion. Proloba forms were encountered in samples from 
February, March and June.
Polyarthra vulgaris occurs in low numbers from 
December to April, showing a typical cold stenother­
mal distribution (Fig. 1). This seems contradictory, as 
P. vulgaris is considered to be eurythermal (Carlin, 
1943; Pejler, 1956; Ruttner-Kolisko, 1972; Berzinš & 
Pejler, 1989). However, it is known that/1, dolichoptera 
and P. vulgaris have coinciding food niches, which 
may cause severe competition, suppressing one of 
them (Stenson, 1983).
Well-defined seasonal succession occurs. In June, 
the winter complex is replaced by the summer one, 
consisting of Polyarthra longiremis, P. luminosa, P. 
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Fig. 1. The seasonal development o f Polyarthra species and water temperature in Lake Peipsi in 1986-1988. T  = temperature (°C); N  = 
number (ind 1 ~ 1); PDOL = P. dolichoptera; PVUL = P. vulgaris-, PMAJ = P. major, PLUM = P. luminosa, PLON = P. longiremis; PREM = P.
remata; o = haploid eggs; ■  = resting eggs.
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Fig. 2. Polyarthra remata from Lake Peipsi, a: rounded form, habitus, dorsal; b: rectangular form, habitus, dorsal; c: amicdc egg; d: haploid 
egg; e: resting egg.
Polyarthra major is present from May to October, 
with maxima in August or September (Fig. 1). Females 
with haploid eggs occur at the population maximum. P. 
major is eurytherm, preferring waters of lower trophy 
(Ruttner-Kolisko, 1972). Polyarthra luminosa appears 
in May, peaks in August (at the temperature peak, 
20.4°C), and disappears in October (Fig. 1). Haploid 
eggs were found attached to females from August until 
October. These two congeners, similar in size, have 
close niches, which excludes their simultaneous mass 
development (Chuikov, 1985).
Polyarthra longiremis is a warm stenotherm, 
known to prefer eutrophic conditions (Kutikova, 
1970). It is restricted to the littoral of Lake Peipsi 
(Virro & Haberman, 1993) and occurs from July to 
September (Fig. 1). Its maximum and bisexual period, 
in August, coincide with the highest temperature. In 
shallow and hypertrophic Lake Võrtsjärv the distribu­
tion of P. longiremis is similar (Kutikova & Haberman,
1986).
Polyarthra remata is an eurythermal and eutrophic 
species (BSrzinš & Pejler, 1989;Hakkari, 1978) which 
occurs from June to September/October, with max­
imum in August or September. Sexual reproduction 
takes place before the population maximum. Of partic­
ular interest is the dimorphism of the females in Lake 
Peipsi. Two coexisting forms, differing in body out­
line, were encountered; a rounded form, with rounded 
posterior end of the body, and a rectangular form, with 
almost rectangular posterior part (Fig. 2). The latter is 
similar in habitus to P. dolichoptera, but is smaller, and 
lacks the pair of ventral finlets. The rectangular form 
is a bit larger than the other. The rounded form appears 
first, then, in July the rectangular one. Simultaneously 
with ‘normal’ rectangular forms, proloba forms were 
encountered in August. The rounded form, had 8 or 4 
nuclei in the vitellarium, the rectangular 8. Both forms
18
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produce amictic and haploid eggs, but only rectangular 
forms had resting eggs (Fig. 2). (The measurements of 
the eggs are given in Tbble 1). In July an amphoteric 
female (rectangular) was found, carrying amictic and 
resting eggs. The structure of the resting eggs is not 
typical to P. remata, described as double-shelled with 
folded skin between shells (Kutikova, 1970; Ruttner- 
Kolisko, 1972; Koste, 1978). In our case the rest­
ing eggs were double-shelled with spines or ‘columns’ 
between them and somewhat bigger in size, resem­
bling those of P. dolichoptera. A remarkable polymor­
phism of resting eggs was mentioned by Bogoslovsky 
(1967), regarding P. dolichoptera. Our data also illus­
trate this phenomenon in this genus. Wesenberg-Lund 
(1930) supposed the rounded and rectangular forms to 
be amictic and mictic females. Considering the egg- 
carrying variants, we may conclude that our data suit 
well into his scheme (op. cit.), that the rounded form 
includes both amictic and mictic females; the latter 
produce haploid eggs at an early stage. Later, growing 
up to rectangular habitus, they produce resting eggs. 
However, there can also be other explanations for the 
dimorphism. SEM analysis of the trophi of the two 
forms, desirably combined with DNA sequence anal­
ysis, should help to resolve this question.
Analysing the life cycles of Polyarthra spccies 
we can distinguish two main periods of bisexual 
reproduction: in spring for thermophobic species (P. 
dolichoptera) and in late summer or autumn for eury- 
thermal and thermophilic ones (P. major, P. luminosa, 
P. remata, P. longiremis). Different life cycle pat­
terns are present within the genus. According to King 
(1980), we may distinguish: a) early cycle species 
(P. remata)', b) midcycle species (P. longiremis, P. 
luminosa, P. major)', and c) late cycle species (P. 
dolichoptera). P. dolichoptera seems to be dicyclic, 
with two bisexual periods per year. However, the rest­
ing eggs establishing the second development period, 
may originate from previous years, not from the first 
period of the same year. In the case of P. vulgaris 
bisexual reproduction was not detected.
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A b s t r a c t
161 rotifer taxa 46 of which are new records for Estonia were identified in the north-western part of Lake Peipsi. The 
greatest number of taxa occurred in August (93), followed by September (79). In all, 19 families (Monogononta) 
are represented with 41 genera. The dominant families are Brachionidae (32 taxa) and Synchaetidae (16). The 
species of Anuraeopsis, Conochilus, Kellicottia, Keratella, Notholca, Polyarthra and Synchaeta are dominating. 
The taxonomic composition is analysed in the ecological aspect. Some species of zoogeographic interest, including 
a supposedly endemic Ploesoma peipsiense, are reported.
Introduction
The very first data on the rotifers of Lake Peipsi were 
presented in the papers based on the samples collected 
during 1909 and 1912 by Samsonov (1912, 1914). 15 
rotifer taxa were listed from the lake. Sokolov (1941) 
reported 17 rotifer species in the summer zooplankton 
of Lake Peipsi. Together with complex and extensive 
limnological studies which started in the 1960s, more 
data began to accumulate on rotifers. In a series of 
zooplanktonic works by Mjaemets (1966), Denisenko 
(1975) and Jakovleva (1975) about 30 rotifer species 
were mentioned from Lake Peipsi. The most detailed 
and comprehensive data, the result of seasonal zoo­
plankton studies in 1964-1966, were published by 
Haberman (e.g. 1976, 1978, 1983). 43 rotifer taxa 
were recorded from Lake Peipsi (60 from Lake Peipsi- 
Pihkva). In 1984—1985 the pelagial of the southern part 
of the lake was investigated by. me (unpublished), with 
47 taxa of rotifers being reported. Altogether, approxi­
mately 90 rotifer taxa have been recorded in the previ­
ous contributions from Lake Peipsi. It should be men­
tioned that so far mainly the pelagial of the lake has 
been studied, which leaves the littoral rotifer complex 
practically uninvestigated. Rotifers are an important 
component of zooplankton in Lake Peipsi (Haberman, 
1978; Virro & Haberman, 1993).
The aim of the present study is to determine the 
taxonomic composition and its seasonal changes in 
both the littoral and pelagic rotifer assemblages of Lake 
Peipsi.
Description of the lake
Lake Peipsi (58°22/N-59°00,N, 26057'E-27°59'E, 
surface area 2611 km2, average depth 8.3 m, maxi- 
mum depth 12.9 m) represents the northern part of the 
compound Lake Peipsi-Pihkva (named also L. Peipus- 
Pskov in some earlier papers; L. Pskovsko-Öudskoe in 
Russian) (3558 km2) situated on the eastern border of 
Estonia.
Considering primary production (Nõges et al., 
1989), zooplankton production (Haberman, 1990), 
transparency, nitrogen, phosphorus and chlorophyll a 
(Lindpere et al., 1989; Starast et al., 1990), L. Peipsi 
is eutrophic, with mesotrophic features in the northern 
region (Lokk et al., 1988). During the last 30 years 
the lake, its northern part to a lesser degree, has been 
affected by increasing anthropogenic eutrophication. 
Data on several chemical characteristics are presented 
in Table 1.
In the phytoplankton of Lake Peipsi diatoms 
(Melosira, Stephanodiscus, Cyclotella), cyanobacteria 
(Aphanothece, Microcystis, Anabaena, Gloeotrichia)
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Table I. Characteristics of Lake Peipsi.
Characteristic Period of 
observation
Range Mean Reference
PH 1987 May-Sept. 7.7-8.7 8.3 1
O2 content (mg I- 1 ) 1986-1988 3.8-15.0 12.8 2
Total nitrogen (mg m ~3) 1987 May-Sept. 380-1330 847.0 1
Total phosphorus (mg m- 3 ) 1987 May-Sept. 8-75 31.0 1
Na+  (mg l- 1 ) 198S June - 5.4 3
C l- (m g r - ' ) 1986-1988 8.2-16.3 11.9 2
Chi a  (mg m ~ 3) 1987 May-Sept. 2.8-30.9 12.8 1
References: 1 =  Lindpere et al. (1989); 2 = Saava (1990); 3 = Pihlak et at. (1987).
and green algae (Scenedesmus) are dominating (Lau­
gaste, 1983; Nõges et al., 1989). Sandy bottom is 
characteristic of the littoral areas. Here, the domi­
nant macrophytes are Phragmites australis, Schoeno- 
plectus lacustris, Polygonum amphibium, Potamoge- 
ton perfoliatus, Elodea canadensis, Stratiotes abides, 
Sagittaria sagittifolia and Chara (Mjaemets, 1983; 
Mäemets, 1990; Sudnitsõna, 1990). The freezing peri­
od lasts from December to April.
Materials and methods
The present paper is based on 335 qualitative and quan­
titative zooplankton samples collected (4 to 6 times a 
month) from June 1986 to March 1988 from the lit­
toral (depth 0.5-1 m, sandy bottom with macrophytes) 
and pelagial (depth 7 m, clayey bottom) stations in the 
north-western part of Lake Peipsi (Figure 1). Qual­
itative samples were taken with a cone net (80 fitn 
mesh) by repeated horizontal or vertical hauls. Inte­
grated quantitative samples were collected with a 1- 
litre Ruttner sampler. 1-litre sub-samples were subse­
quently taken and concentrated by the sedimentation 
method after fixation. The samples were fixed with 
formalin (final concentration 3-4%). Simultaneous­
ly, water temperature and transparency (Secchi depth) 
were measured (Table 2). Several samples from each 
month were studied alive, focusing on illoricate species 
which are difficult to identify after fixation.
Rotifers were identified according to the taxonomic 
works of Lauterborn (1900), Kutikova (1970, 1978), 
Koste (1978), Mäemets & Kutikova (1979), Stem- 
berger (1979), Koste & Shiel (1987), Shiel & Koste 
(1993), except for Bdelloidea which remained uniden­
tified. Illoricate rotifers were identified on the basis 
of their trophi which were dissolved out using a solu-
I
Figure 1. Location of sampling stations in Lake Peipsi. 1 = littoral; 
2 = pelagial station.
tion of potassium hypochlorite (KCIO). With a few 
exceptions, the taxonomic list followed the nomencla­
ture of Kutikova (1970). Although the application of 
this nomenclature (op. cit.) may be problematic as it 
attributes a subspecific rank to all infraspecific cate­
gories (see Koste & Shiel, 1989), it was preferred for 
practical considerations, the more so because in most 
cases the status of the existing infraspecific units was 
not yet clear.
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Table 2. Water temperature and transparency (Secchi disc depth) in the stations 
studied in the north-western part of Lake Peipsi in 1986-1988. -  = no date.
Month Littoral Pelagial
Temperature (°C) Temperature (°C) Transparency (m)
Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean
Jan. 0.0-0.5 0.2 0.0-0.2 0.1 2.4-3.8 2.9
Feb. 0.1 -0.2 0.2 0.2-0.3 0.3 2.3-2.4 2.4
Mar. 0.2-0.3 0.2 0.3-0.4 0.4 2.2-2.4 2.3
Apr. 0.4-3.0 1.4 0.5 0.5 3.0 3.0
May 4.8-11.5 8.7
June 13.0-21.9 16.4 11.9-19.3 16.0 2.5-4.0 3.0
July 16.1-21.4 18.3 15.8-20.4 18.1 2.0-3.8 2.7
Aug. 12.2-21.8 15.6 14.9-20.9 17.2 1.2-3.0 2.1
Sep. 5.8-12.7 9.6 8.0-14.2 11.7 1.8-2.9 2.2




A total of 161 rotifer taxa were identified (Table 3). Of 
these, approximately 70 are new in the lake, includ­
ing 46 new records for Estonia. It is likely that fur­
ther studies, especially in the littoral regions, will still 
increase the number of taxa. Compared to the most 
complete earlier list from Lake Peipsi given by Haber­
man (1978), 7 species did not re-occur: Brachionus 
diversicomis (Daday, 1883), Cephalodella stenmosi 
Wulfert, 1937, Notholca foliacea (Ehrenberg, 1838), 
Polyarthra dissimulans Nipkow, 1952, P. euryptera 
Wierzejski, 1891, Trichocerca (T.) bicristata (Gosse, 
1887), T. (Diurella) similis (Wierzejski, 1893). More­
over, Asplanchna girodi Guerne, 1888 and Notomma- 
ta cyrtopus Gosse, 1886 have been encountered in the 
southern part of the lake by me but are lacking in the 
present material.
The greatest number of taxa occurred in August 
(93), followed by September (79) and June (66), the 
lowest in January (12). In all, 19 families (Mono­
gononta) with 41 genera are represented in the mater­
ial. The dominant families are Brachionidae (32 taxa) 
and Synchaetidae (16). The following species are the 
most abundant: Anuraeopsis fissa, Conochilus hip- 
pocrepis, C. unicornis, Kellicottia longispina, Keratel- 
la cochlearis (predominantly K. c. cochlearis and K. 
c. robusta), K. hispida, K. irregularis (K. i. irregularis, 
K. i. connectens), K. quadrata (K. q. reticulata, K. 
q. frenzeli), Notholca cinetura, N. squamula (mainly 
N. s. evensi), Polyarthra dolichoptera, P. luminosa, P.
major, P. remata, Synchaeta oblonga, S. pectinata, S. 
stylata, S. verrucosa. Of these, A. fissa, N. cinetura, P. 
remata and S. stylata predominate only in the littoral, 
although they are present in the pelagial as well, except 
for A. fissa. On the other hand, K. quadrata is dominant 
only in the pelagial. The composition of the dominat­
ing group, as well of the whole rotifer assemblage, 
is typical of eutrophic lakes in the northern temperate 
zone (Kutikova, 1970; Berzins, 1978).
Several species found are regarded as good indi­
cators of eutrophic environment viz. Anuraeopsis fis­
sa, Brachionus angularis, Filinia longiseta, Keratella 
irregularis, K. tecta, Lecane closterocerca, Pompholyx 
sulcata, Trichocerca cylindrica and T. pusilla (Berzins 
& Pejler, 1989a; Matveeva, 1991). Some indicators of 
oligotrophy are also present, viz. Ascomorpha ecaud- 
is, Bipalpus hudsoni, Conochilus hippocrepis, C. uni­
cornis, Gastropus stylifer and Kellicottia longispina 
(op. cit.). As to C. unicornis and K. longispina, they 
are more euryecious species which dominate in olig- 
otrophic lakes, though they are found in relatively 
eutrophic lakes.
Euplanktonic rotifers (sensu Kutikova, 1970; Pon- 
tin, 1978) constitute about 35% of the taxa encoun­
tered, namely from the genera Anuraeopsis, Ascomor­
pha, Asplanchna, Bipalpus, Brachionus, Collotheca, 
Chromogaster, Filinia, Gastropus, Kellicottia, Ker­
atella, Notholca, Polyarthra and Synchaeta. How­
ever, several of them occur in the littoral area quite 
frequently. The representatives of the other genera 
(e.g. Cephalodella, Colurella, Encentrum, Euchlanis,
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Table 3. List o f  rotifers from Lake Peipsi. L = 
littonü; P =  pelagial station; * =  new record 
for Estonia. Numbers denote the months of
1. Anuraeopsis fissa fissa
(Gosse, 1851). L, 6-9.
2. Ascomorpha ecaudis
Peity, 1850.L .P .6, 8.
*3. A. minima
Hofsten, 1909. P, 6.
4. A. saltans
Baitsch, 1870. P, 8.
5. Asplanchna priodonta priodonta
Gosse. 1850. L, P. 2 ,6 -10 .
6. A. priodonta Helvetica
Imhof, 1884. P. 6.
7. Bdelloidea (indet.). L, P. 1 .3-12.
8. Bipalpus hudsoni
(Imhof, 1891). L, P, 6.
9. Brachionus angularis
Gosse, 1851. L, 7.
10. B. calyciflorus anuraeifarmis 
Brehm, 1909. L, 9.
*11. Cephalodella apocolea 
Myers, 1924. L, 8.
12. C. catellina
(Müller, 1786). L, P. 7-9.
13. C. exigua
(Gosse, 1886). L, P, 6 ,8 .
14. C.gibbagibba
(Ehrenberg, 1832). L. 10.
* 15. C. gibba microdactyla
Koch-Althaus, 1963. L .6 - 9 ,11.
16. C. sterea minor
Donner, 1949. L, 7.
17. C. ventripes ventripes
(Dixon-Nuttall, 1901). L, P, 6-9.
18. Cephalodella sp. 1. L, 8.
19. Cephalodella sp. 2. L, 11.
20. Cephalodella sp. 3. P, 8.
21. Chromogaiter ovalis
(Bergendal, 1892). P, 8.
22. Collotheca cf. balatonica
Varga, 1936. P, 6.
23. C. mutabilis
(Hudson, 1885). P, 6-10.
24. C. om ata comuta
(Dobie, 1849). L, P, 8-10.
25. C. pelagica
(Rousselet, 1893). P. 6-10.
26. Colurella adriatica
Ehrenberg, 1831. L. 6—11.
27. C. colurus coturus
(Ehrenberg. 1830). L, 11.
Table 3. Continued.
*28. C. colurus compnssa  
Lucks. 1912. L, 7-9.
*29. C. uncinata deftexa
(Ehrenberg, 1834). L, 12.
30. Conochilus hippocrepis
(Schrank, 1803). L, P. 6-10.
31. C. unicornis
Rousselet, 1892. L.P, 6-10.
*32. Dicranophorus edestes
Harring et Myers, 1928. P. 8.
33. Dipleuchlanix pmpatula
(Gosse, 1886). L. 8.
34. Encentrum (E.) marinum
(Dujatdin, 1841). L, 6.
*35. E. (E.) putorius putorius 
Wulfett, 1936. L, 10,12.
* 36. E. (E.) putorius armatum
Donner, 1943. L. 9 ,1 1.
*37. £  (E.) rapax
Donner, 1943. L, 5.
38. Encentrum (E.) sp. L, 3.
* 39. E. (Parencentrum) cf. spinosum
Koch-Althaus. 1962. L. 8.
*40. Erignatha clastopis 
(Gosse. 1886). L. 12.
41. Euchlanis deftexa defitxa
Gosse, 1851. L, 6 ,7 ,9 -1 1 .
42. E. diiatata dilalata
Ehrenberg, 1832. L, 6 ,8 -1 1 .
43. E. diiatata macrura
Ehrenberg, 1832. L, 5-8.
44. E. diiatata unisetata
Leydig, 1854. L, 8.
45. E. incisa
C a r lin .  1939. L, 8 ,9 .
46. £ . lucksiana
Hauer. 1930. P. 9. 10.
47. E. lyra tyra
Hudson, 1886. L. 4 .8 ,1 0 , II.
48. Filinia longiseta longiseta
(Ehrenberg, 1834). L. P. 6-10.
49. E longiseta limnetica
(Zacharias. 1893). L, P. 9 ,10 .
50. E terminalis
(Plate. 1886). L. P. 6.
51. Floscularia? sp. L, 8.
52. Gastropus slyli/er
Imhof, 1891. P. 6.
53. Kellicottia longispina longispina
(Kellicott, 1879). L.P. 1-10,12.
54. Keratella cochlearis cochlearis
(Gosse, 1851). L, P, 5-12.
Table 3. Continued. Table 3. Continued.
55. K. cochlearis macracantha 81. L  (L ) luna presumpta
(Lauteibom. 1898). L, P. 1-10,12. Ahlstrom, 1938. L. 7 .8 .
56. K. cochlearis micracantha *82. L  (L ) rhenana
(Lauteibom, 1900). L, P. 6-9. Hauer, 1929. L, 8.
*57. K. cochlearis nordica *83. L  (L )  verecunda
Kutikova, 1978. L. P, 6-8. Harring et Myers, 1926. L, 10.
58. K. cochlearis pustulata 84. L  (Monostyla) arcuata
(Lauteibom, 1900). L, P, 4 ,6 -10 . (Bryce, 1891). L, 7 ,9 .
59. K. cochlearis robusta 85. L  (M.) closterocerca
(Lauteibom, 1900). L, P, 1-11. (Schmarda, 1859). L. P. 7-10.
60. K. hiemalis 86. L  (M.) copeis
Carlin. 1943. L, P. 1 ,2 ,4 . (Harring et Myers, 1926). L, 7 ,8 , 10.
61. K. hispida 87. L  (M.) latvica
(Lauteibom. 1898). L, P, 6-10. (Berzins, 1943). L. 9.
62. K. irregularis irregularis 88. L  (M.) lunaris
(Lauteibom, 1898). L. P. 4 ,6 -1 0 . (Ehrenberg. 1832). L. 6, 8-11.
63. K. irregularis angulifera *89. L  (M.) opias
(Lauteibom, 1900). L, P, 6 -8 ,1 0 . Harring et Myers, 1926. L, 8.
64. K. irregularis comectens 90. L  (M.) stenmosi
(Lauteibom, 1900). L. P. 2 -7 ,9 .1 0 . (Meissner, 1908). L, 11.
65. K. irregularis wartmanni 91. LepadeUa (L ) acuminata acuminata
(Asperet Heuscher, 1889). L, P, 6-8. (Ehrenberg, 1834). L, 7.
66. K. quadrata quadrata 92. L  (L ) ovalis
(Muller, 1786). L, P, 8 .9 ,1 1 . (Müller, 1786). L. 5-10.
67. AT. quadrata dispersa 93. L  (L ) patella patella
Carlin. 1943. L. 10. (Müller, 1776). L, 5-12.
68. K. quadrata frenztli *94. L  (L ) rhomboides lata
(Eckstein, 1895). L. P, 1-12. Wulfeit, 1956. L. 8.
69. K. quadrata reticulata *95. Lindia torulosa
Carlin. 1943. L, P. 1-3 ,5-10 . Dujardin. 1841. L, 6.
70. K. tecta 96. Lophocharis oxystemon
(Gosse, 1851). L, P. 6-9. (Gosse, 1851). L, 5 ,7 ,8 .
71. K. testudo testudo *97. L  salpina
(Ehrenberg, 1832). L. 5 ,6 , 8-10. (Ehrenberg, 1834). L, 2. 5 .6 ,9 -1 2 .
*72. AT. testudo gossei *98. Mytilina crassipes
Ahlstrom, 1943. L, 9. (Lucks, 1912). L. 5.
*73. K. ticinensis 99. M. mucronata mucronata
(Callerio, 1920). L. 10-12. (Müller, 1773). L, 9.
*74. K. valga heterospina 100. M. mucronata spimgera
(Klausener, 1908). L. 9 ,10. (Ehrenberg, 1832). L, 6.
*75. K. valga monospina 101. M. ventralis brevispina
(Klausener, 1908). L, 12. (Ehrenberg, 1832). L .8.
76. Lecane (L.) fiexilis 102. Notholca cinetura
(Gosse, 1886). L, 7-9. Skorikov, 1914, L, P, 1-4,12.
*77. L  (L ) glypta 103. N. labis labis
Hairing et Myets, 1926. L, 9. Gosse, 1887. L, 4 .5 ,7 -1 1 .
*78. L  (L )  cf. levistyla 104. N. squamula squamula
(Olofsson, 1917). L. 8. (Müller, 1786). L. 1 -5 ,7 ,9 -1 2 .
79. L  (L )  tuna luna *105. N. squamula evensi
(MUller. 1776). L, 8 .9 . Gillard, 1948. L, P. 1 -6 ,1 0 ,1 2 .
•80. L  (L )  luna balatonica *106. N. squamula miiUeri
Varga, 1945. L, 8. Focke, 1961. P. 2.
Table 3. Continued. Table 3. Continued.
107. Notommata gtyphura *136. Taphrocampa setenura
Wulfeit, 1935. L, 8. Gosse, 1851. P, 8.
108. Notommata sp. 1. L, 8. *137. Testudinella caeca
109. Notommata sp. 2. L, 4. (Parsons, 1892). L, 9.
110. Platyias quadricomis quadricomis *138. T. carlini
(Ehrenberg, 1832). L, 8. Bartos, 1951. L, 6.
111. Pleumtmcha petmmyzon *139. T. elliptica
Ehrenberg, 1830. L. P, 8 ,10 .11 . (Ehrenberg, 1834). L, 6, 11.
112. Ploesoma peipsiense *140. T. mucronata
Mäemets et Kutikova, 1979. L, 8. (Gosse, 1886). L, 5, 7-9.
113. P. truncatum 141. T. patina patina
(Levander, 1894). L, 6-8. (Hermann, 1783). L, 5 -9 ,1 1 .
114. Polyarthra dolichoptera dolichoptera 142. T. patina intermedia
Idelson, 1925. L, P. 2 -7 ,9 -1 1 . (Anderson, 1889). L, 5 ,6 , 8 ,9 ,1 2 .
115. P. bngirem u *143. T. patina trilobata
Carlin, 1943. L, 7-9. (Anderson et Shephard, 1892). L, 6 ,11 .
116. P. luminosa *144. T. truncata truncata
Kutikova, 1962. L, P, 6-10. (Gosse, 1886). L, 5.
117. P. major 145. Trichocerca (T.) capucina
Burckhardt, 1900. L, P, 6-10. (Wierzejski et Zacharias, 1893). L, P, 6, 8 ,9 .
118. P. remata 146. T. (T.) cylindrica
Skorikov, 1896. L, P, 6-10. (Imhof, 1891). P. 9.
119. P. vulgaris 147. T.(T.) Umgiseta
Carlin, 1943. L,P, 1-4,12. (Schrank, 1802). L, 8 .9 .
120. Pompholyx sulcata 148. T. (T.)pusilla
Hudson, 1885. P. 9, 10. (Lauterbom, 1898). L, P, 8 ,9 .
121. Prnales decipicns 149. T.(T.) rattus carinata
(Ehrenberg, 1832). L, P, 8-12. (Ehrenberg, 1830). L, 5 ,6 ,9 ,1 0 .
122. P. cf. globulifera *150. T. (Diurella) dixon-nuttalli
(Hauer, 1921). L. 5. (Jennings, 1903). L, 6-8.
123. P. sigmoidea *151. T. (D.) intermedia
(Skorikov, 1896). L, 9 ,10. (Stenroos, 1898). L, 5 ,9 ,1 1 .
124. P. theodora *152. T. (D.) obtusidens
(Gosse, 1887). L, 6 ,1 1 ,1 2 . (Olofsson, 1918). L, 8.
125. Proales sp. L, 11. 153. T. (D.) porcellus poreellus
126. Ptygura melicerta (Gosse, 1886). L, 7.
Ehrenberg, 1832. L, 7. 154. T. (D.) porcellus major
127. Ptygura sp. L, 8. (Hauer, 1935). L, P. 7-11.
128. Sinantherina sp. L, 9. *155. T. (D.) relicta
129. Synchaeta kitina Donner, 1950. L, 8.
Rousselet, 1902. L, P, 6-10. 156. T. (D.) musseleti
130. S. lakowitziana (Voigt, 1902). L, P, 6-10.
Lucks. 1912. P. 10. 157. T. (D.) taurocephala
131. S. oblonga (Hauer, 1931). L, 7, 9.
Ehrenberg, 1831. L, P, 5-11. 158. T.(D.) tenuior
132. S. pectinata (Gosse, 1886). L, P. 7-10.
Ehrenberg, 1832. L, P, 5-11. 159. T. (D.) weberi
133. S. stylata (Jennings, 1903). L, 8.
Wierzejski, 1893. L, P, 6-9. 160. Trichotria pocillum pocillum
134. S. iremula (Muller, 1776). L .P .5 -8 ,10, 11.
(Müller, 1786). L .P .9 ,11. *161. Wolga spinifera
135. S. verrucosa (Western, 1894). L, 9.
Nipkow, 1961. L, P, i - 5 . 10-12.
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Lecane, Lepadella, Lophocharis, Mytilina, Notomma- 
ta, Proales, Testudinella, Trichocerca, Trichotria) and 
of the class Bdelloidea belong to non-planktonic (peri- 
phytic, benthic or plankto-benthic) forms (op. cit.) but 
their invasion into the pelagic zone of lakes is not 
uncommon.
The majority of the taxa recorded here are more 
or less eurythermal (Kutikova, 1970; Pontin, 1978; 
Berzinš & Pejler, 1989b). Some are restricted to the 
colder period. Keratella hiemalis, Notholca cinetu- 
ra, N. squamula, Polyarthra dolichoptera, P. vulgaris, 
Synchaeta lakowitziana and S. verrucosa form a typi­
cal thermophobic association. As regards N. squamula 
and P. dolichoptera, they seem to be more tolerant 
to higher temperatures. Asplanchna priodonta, Kelli- 
cottia longispina, Keratella cochlearis macracantha, 
K. cochlearis robusta and Keratella quadrata can be 
considered as perennial. In May-June, during a rapid 
increase in water temperature, the winter complex is 
replaced by the summer community which consists 
of relatively eurythermal (e.g. Filinia longiseta, Ker­
atella c. cochlearis, K. irregularis, K. hispida, Pol­
yarthra major, P. remata, Synchaeta oblonga) or warm 
stenothermal taxa (e.g. Anuraeopsis Jissa, Polyarthra 
longiremis, Trichocerca pusilla).
Nearly all the taxa recorded are rather common with 
either a cosmopolitan or widespread distribution. Some 
remarkable taxa can be singled out. Lecane latvica has 
so far been reported only from the Baltic province 
(Kutikova, 1970; Berzinš, 1978). Kutikova & Haber­
man (1986) have found it from the hypertrophic Lake 
Võrtsjärv (in Estonia), too. However, not all authors 
accept it as a valid species. Segers (1995) suggests 
that L. latvica is synonymous with L. closterocerca. It 
seems that further revision is needed concerning this 
point. Lecane copeis is another rare species encoun­
tered in North and South America, Europe and Aus­
tralia (Berzinš, 1978; Segers, 1995). Lecane verecun- 
da is even more remarkable, being known only from 
its type locality in North America and from Moldavia 
by a single record (Kutikova, 1970; Segers, 1995). 
The occurrence of Keratella cochlearis nordica is 
also worth mentioning. This subspecies was originally 
described by Kutikova (1978) from tundra zone lakes 
in Komi, Russia; it was considered thermophobic and 
characteristic of Arctic fauna. Haberman & Mäemets 
(1987) have mentioned it from Finland. Besides, Pejler 
(1957) has found some forms from the Swedish Lap­
land, treated by him as variations of Keratella c. robus­
ta which seem very similar to K. c. nordica. In our
material K. c. nordica occurs from June to August (at 
15.5-19.3 °C).
The local fauna includes a supposed endemic 
species Ploesoma peipsiense described by Mäemets 
& Kutikova (1979). In the present material P. peip­
siense occurs in August in the littoral (at 13.2 °C); 
it was more frequent in the more eutrophic southern 
part of the lake from July to September (at 14.6-19.0 
°C). Our data confirm the supposition of Mäemets & 
Kutikova (1979) that P. peipsiense is a stenotherm liv­
ing at medium temperatures and preferring eutrophic 
habitats.
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Abstract. The genus Polyarthra is one of the dominant rotifer genera in Lake Peipsi 
(Estonia). The genus appeared to be quite interesting taxonomically. Two confusing 
Polyarthra morphotaxa, camouflaging each other morphologically and ecologically and 
coexisting with P. remata, were found in the summer rotifer community. Previously 
these were supposed to be rectangular morphotypes of P. remata, but thorough analysis 
of morphology and trophi revealed that actually two distinct species were involved: 
P. cf. dolichoptera and P. cf. vulgaris. Both are atypical forms without ventral finlets, 
the latter moreover shows proloba variation.
In the present study the range of variation in external and trophi morphology of these 
forms is examined to clarify their status.
Key words: Polyarthra, taxonomy, morphology
INTRODUCTION
In general, rotifers are characterized by extensive intraspecific variability, which is the 
main reason for many taxonomic problems in this group. Identification to species level, 
so far based mainly on phenotypic characters, may be difficult, particularly in illoricate 
taxa, as illustrated by the genus Polyarthra. Due to the wide variability and presence of 
transitional forms (e.g. Pejler, 1956), the external morphological features are not always 
reliable for species discrimination. The calculation of indices of fin length : body length 
and fin length : fin width has been recommended (Ruttner-Kolisko, 1972; Koste, 1978; 
Shiel & Koste, 1993). In some cases biometrical analysis has been used with success 
(Guiset, 1977; Stemberger, 1979). However, it should be mentioned that due to an 
extensive overlap, morphometric criteria are often inadequate to distinguish Polyarthra 
species (Koste & Shiel, 1989; Shiel & Koste, 1993; Virro, 1995). Therefore, trophi 
analysis is indispensable to avoid misidentifications. Rotifer trophi appear to be species- 
specific and are considered extremely valuable taxonomic discriminators (Koste, 1978; 
Markevich, 1985; Koste & Shiel, 1989; Shiel & Koste, 1993). Sanoamuang (1993) 
showed that trophi structure of Filinia was not affected by temperature unlike body 
measurements. Trophi analysis was used successfully by Guiset (1977) to separate 
Polyarthra species.
In my earlier study on the genus Polyarthra in Lake Peipsi (Virro, 1995), I found 
two taxonomically confusing Polyarthra forms co-occurring with typical Polyarthra 
remata in summer. Both forms lacked ventral finlets and were quite similar in size to 
P. remata. In contrast with the latter, showing a typical rounded posterior and 4 nuclei in
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the vitellarium, the other two forms had an almost rectangular posterior and 8 nuclei in 
the vitellarium. One of these showed a normally positioned mastax; the other had the 
mastax tilted characteristic of proloba variation (Virro, op. cit.). I supposed them to be 
rectangular forms of P. remata (Virro, op. cit.).
The aim of the present study is to determine the range of morphological variation of 
the three forms involved, and to clarify their status by the analysis of their trophi and 
body morphology.
THE LAKE
Lake Peipsi (58o22'N-59o00'N, 26057'E-27059'E, surface area 2611 km2, average depth 
8.3 m, maximum depth 12.9 m) is the northern part of the compound Lake Peipsi- 
Pihkva (named also L. Peipus-Pskov in some earlier papers) (3558 km2) situated on the 
eastern border of Estonia. It is eutrophic, with mesotrophic features in the northern 
region. See, e.g. Nõges eta l. (1996) for the general description of L. Peipsi-Pihkva, and 
Virro (1996) for the taxonomic composition of rotifers of L. Peipsi.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The material dealt with in the present paper derived from qualitative and quantitative 
zooplankton samples collected from June 1986 till March 1988 (4 to 6 times a month) 
from the littoral (depth 0.5-1 m) and pelagial (depth 7 m) stations in the north-western 
part of Lake Peipsi. Qualitative samples were taken with a cone net (80 |im mesh). 
Quantitative samples were collected with a 1-litre Ruttner sampler and concentrated by 
the sedimentation method after fixation. The samples were fixed with formaldehyde (3- 
4%). Water temperature was measured at the moment of sampling.
Measurements of body and fins, and trophi were taken with an ocular micrometer at 
400x, and 900x magnification respectively, using a compound microscope. Estimated 
by the index of sample average determination accuracy (Aarma & Vensel, 1996), the 
means of morphometric characters are representative, the value of the index varying 
between 1-5%. For trophi analysis, the trophi were isolated using a solution of sodium 
hypochlorite (NaCIO). Photomicrographs were taken with a Wild MPS 51S camera 
mounted on a Leitz Laborlux D microscope at 500x magnification. Drawings were made 
using a camera lucida.
The rotifer taxa were identified according to Kutikova (1970), Ruttner-Kolisko 
(1972), Koste (1978), Stemberger (1979) and Shiel & Koste (1993).
RESULTS
Thorough study of the trophi and external morphological features revealed that actually 
populations of three distinct Polyarthra species are involved, causing the seeming and 
confusing polymorphism of Polyarthra remata in Lake Peipsi. These are Polyarthra 
remata Skorikov, 1896, and atypical forms of P. dolichoptera Idelson, 1925 and 
P. vulgaris Carlin, 1943, here referred to as P. cf. dolichoptera and P. cf. vulgaris,
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respectively. Comparative morphometric measurements of these forms and their trophi 
are presented in Tables 1 and 2, and described below:
Polyarthra remata (Figs la-b)
Typical form with rounded posterior end of body and 4 nuclei in vitellarium. It 
corresponds in all taxonomically significant features, including trophus morphology 
(Fig. 2a-b), to the descriptions by, e.g. Kutikova (1970), Koste (1978) and Shiel & 
Koste (1993).
P. remata occurs in Lake Peipsi from June to October at water temperatures of 6.4- 
21.9°C. It has maxima in August or September (Virro, 1995, 1996). Bisexual reproduc­
tion, indicated by the presence of haploid eggs, occurs from June to September.
Polyarthra cf. dolichoptera (Figs lc-e)
Unlike the typical P. dolichoptera this form lacks the pair of ventral finlets. It is smaller 
than the typical form (BL 94-141 (am, FL 105-186 |im) from L. Peipsi (Virro, 1995). 
Otherwise it is dolichoptera-like in habitus displaying an almost rectangular, sometimes 
slightly lobed, posterior. Narrow fins longer than body, with distinct median rib; lateral 
ribs absent or faint (Fig. le). Lateral antennae located at posterior corners. Vitellarium 
with 8 nuclei. Resting eggs similar to those of P. dolichoptera (double-shelled with 
spines or columns between) (Virro, 1995: Fig. 2). P. cf. dolichoptera may be confused 
with smaller individuals of P. major, a species also lacking ventral finlets and having 
8 nuclei in vitellarium. These two taxa are easily separated by fin morphology. The fins 
of P. major are shorter than the body, wide (15-40 (im), coarsely serrate, leaflike with 
lateral ribs and stemlike proximal part, median rib fading distally (Kutikova, 1970; 
Shiel & Koste, 1993; Virro, 1995). In P. major lateral antennae are inserted before pos­
terior corners.
Trophi analysis showed (Fig. 2c-d) that this form without ventral finlets belongs to 
P. dolichoptera, having, according to Shiel & Koste (1993), the characteristic hatchet­
like ramus with a single tooth on the inner margin fitting into a groove on the oppo­
site ramus, and long rodlike fulcrum. The trophi of P. major resemble those of 
P. dolichoptera. Rami of P. major have similar opposite rami teeth, but, unlike the 
knobbed or lobed rami tips in P. dolichoptera, the rami tips in P. major are serrated 
(Shiel & Koste, op. cit.).
P. cf. dolichoptera was encountered in the littoral from July to September at 
temperatures 12.6-21.9°C, and in the pelagial from September to October (6.4-14.2°C). 
It has a bisexual period (haploid and resting eggs found) in July-August.
Polyarthra cf. vulgaris (Figs lf-h)
This form was different from the typical P. vulgaris in two respects. First, the entire 
population belonged to the proloba morphotype with tilted mastax. Second, it was also 
lacking the pair of ventral finlets. Although, having the rectangular habitus similar to
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P. vulgaris, this form is smaller than typical P. vulgaris (BL 100-122 |im, FL 107- 
135 jim) from Lake Peipsi (Virro, 1995). Fins (Fig. lh) are characteristic of P. vulgaris: 
broader than in P. dolichoptera, lanceolate, with medial and lateral ribs and serrate 
margins. Lateral antennae are near the posterior corners. It also has 8 nuclei in 
vitellarium.
The trophi of this P. cf. vulgaris (Fig. 2e-f) are similar to that of typical P. vulgaris. 
In accordance with Koste (1978) and Shiel & Koste (1993), the trophus showed a single 
tooth on the right ramus, fitting between two large teeth on the left ramus. Unlike the 
typical P. vulgaris the fulcrum of this proloba form is curved at an angle of almost 45°, 
resembling a boomerang in lateral view.
This atypical form of P. vulgaris occurred in the littoral only, during August at 16.5- 
21.9°C.
Due to extensive overlap in most morphometric criteria (Fig. 3, Tables 1 and 2) the 
three forms are difficult to distinguish by morphometric data only. Trophi analysis 
proved to be the most valuable tool in the discrimination of these taxonomically 
confusing forms of Polyarthra.
DISCUSSION
Considering the above-mentioned results, the supposed polymorphism of Polyarthra 
remata regarding rectangular phenotypic variations, as was described by Wesenberg- 
Lund (1930) and Virro (1995), should be excluded in our case where two additional 
morphotaxa are involved. Donner (1978) has mentioned P. dolichoptera and P. vulgaris 
proloba forms lacking ventral finlets, and coexisting with P. remata. He supposed that 
certain unidentified environmental or internal factors were producing similar variations 
in several Polyarthra species along two lines: 1) the disappearance of ventral finlets, and 
2) appearing of proloba variation of mastax. Relying on our results, water temperature 
cannot be this crucial factor, as the temperature ranges of the forms under discussion 
were overlapping. The populations of these species probably include different ecotypes. 
It is likely that these ecotypes are based on genotypically different demes. This pos­
sibility was proposed by Pejler (1957) and Berzins & Pejler (1989). It has been proved 
experimentally (King, 1972, 1977) that the rotifer populations consist of temporally 
restricted, genotypically distinct and practically discrete demes adapted to different 
environmental conditions.
The patterns of seasonal development of the two forms of P. dolichoptera in Lake 
Peipsi refer to ecological and reproductive segregation. The typical P. dolichoptera has 
two periods of occurrence: from January to June, and from September to November, 
both with bisexual reproduction (Virro, 1995). The development of the atypical form 
occupies the interval between these periods. The occurrence of P. cf. vulgaris is also 
separated from the typical form, the latter being present from December to April (Virro, 
1995).
Considering the differences in morphology and seasonal occurrence, the possibility 
that these forms are sibling species or species in statu nascendi cannot be excluded 
either. Further study of, e.g. trophi ultrastructure using SEM, and culture experiments 
starting from eggs of atypical and typical forms of P. dolichoptera and P. vulgaris found 
in Lake Peipsi are necessary to solve the above mentioned problems.
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PEREKOND POLYARTHRA TAKSONOOMILISED 
PROBLEEMID PEIPSI JÄRVES
Taavi Virro
Perekond Polyarthra on üks domineerivaid keriloomaperekondi Peipsi järves. Samas on 
siinsed Polyarthra liigid ka taksonoomiliselt üsna huvipakkuvad. Suvises kerilooma- 
koosluses esinevad koos liigiga P. remata kaks taksoniliselt kuuluvuselt segast vormi. 
Morfoloogilise ja ökoloogilise sarnasuse põhjal võis algul oletada, et tegemist on 
P. remata kandilise tagakehaga morfotüüpidega. Väliste morfoloogiliste tunnuste ja lõu­
gade põhjalikum analüüs näitas aga, et need vormid kuuluvad tegelikult kahte erinevasse 
liiki: P. cf. dolichoptera ja P. cf. vulgaris. Mõlemad vormid on ebatüüpilised, ilma kõht- 
miste jätketeta. Lisaks on vormil P. cf. vulgaris normaalsest asendist kõrvale kaldunud 
mastaks (nn. proloba teisend).
Käesoleva töö eesmärk on uurida nende kolme vormi morfoloogilise muutlikkuse 
ulatust ja selgitada nende staatus väliste morfoloogiliste tunnuste ning lõugade ehituse 
põhjal.
Table 1. Morphometric data of the Polyarthra forms (females only) in Lake Peipsi. BL = body 
length; BW = body width; FL = fin length; FW = fin width; SD = standard deviation; 
n = number of observations; NNV = number of nuclei in vitellarium. All measurements in pm
P. remata P. cf. dolichoptera P. cf. vulgaris
BL Range 78-101 86-124 83-111
Mean 89.9 103.5 97.0
SD 4.9 7.9 4.5
n 40 40 40
BW Range 45-56 55-71 60-69
Mean 50.2 65.0 64.9
SD 2.8 3.6 2.1
n 40 40 40
FL Range 86-113 95-137 90-112
Mean 97.4 117.2 105.0
SD 6.9 9.7 5.3
n 40 40 40
FW Range 4-7 6-9 9-14
Mean 5.4 7.8 11.0
SD 0.8 0.9 1.3
n 40 40 40
BL/FL Range 0.8-1.1 0.7-1.1 0.8-1.1
Mean 0.93 0.89 0.93
SD 0.08 0.07 0.04
n 40 40 40
FL/FW Range 13.9-24.5 11.2-21.7 7.6-11.7
Mean 18.32 15.36 9.62
SD 2.75 2.36 0.99
n 40 40 40
NNV 4 8 8
6
Table 2. Trophi measurements of the Polyarthra forms in Lake Peipsi. TR = trophus length; 
RA = rami length; FU = fulcrum length; MA = manubria length; SD = standard deviation; 
n = number of observations. All measurements in |jm
P. remata P. cf. dolichoptera P. cf. vulgaris
TR Range 36-49 40-62 45-72
Mean 43.4 53.8 60.5
SD 3.6 6.1 8.7
n 19 16 14
RA Range 18-27 23-38 27-44
Mean 23.7 32.3 36.1
SD 2.8 4.2 5.7
n 18 16 14
FU Range 19-23 16-26 20-29
Mean 21.1 22.1 26.0
SD 1.0 2.7 2.9
n 19 17 15
MA Range 18-32 23-33 27-34
Mean 24.3 29.4 31.0
SD 3.8 3.4 2.3
n 14 14 9
TR/FU Range 1.7-2.4 2.2-2.8 1.9-2.8
Mean 2.06 2.44 2.34
SD 0.18 0.17 0.23
n 19 16 14
7
Fig. 1. Polyarthra remata (a-b), P. cf. dolichoptera (c-e) and P. cf. vulgaris (f-h) from 
Lake Peipsi; dorsal (a, c), ventral (f), lateral (b, d, g), fin morphology (e, h). 
Scale bars 50 |im.
8
aFig. 2. Trophi of Polyarthra remata (a-b), P. cf. dolichoptera (c-d) and P. cf. vulgaris 
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Fig. 3. Relationship between body length and fin length of Polyarthra remata, 
P. cf. dolichoptera and P. cf. vulgaris.
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